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Executive Summary
This document provides the concept for demonstrations planned in HEIMDALL, focussing at
Release A. The methodology is based on the experiences from DRIVER+ Project.
The methodology describes the three phases of the demonstrations:


the preparation that describes the problem, the exercise and sets the scenario of the
exercises and stories;



the execution phase that comprises the dry runs and the final execution of the
demonstration exercises;



the evaluation phase, that contains the evaluation made by end-users at the end of
the exercises.

19/12/2018
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1 Introduction
This document serves as a reference for the demonstration preparation in the HEIMDALL
project, focussing on features available for the Release A of the system.
As described in the Deliverable D3.4 on HEIMDALL Demonstrations [1], the case studies
collected in the deliverables D3.1 [2], D3.2 [7], and the upcoming D3.3 will serve as a basis
to elaborate the stories of demonstrations.
We define demonstration as the execution of a story by the end users using the demoversion of the HEIMDALL system. Thus, for each selected story, one demonstration will be
designed based on a dedicated storyboard. To guide the development of the demonstrations,
storyboards are designed for both of the defined stories. The first story shall demonstrate the
practical usefulness of the HEIMDALL system in the preparedness phase. Another story
shall be designed to demonstrate the practical usefulness of the implemented functionality in
the HEIMDALL system in the response phase and then to evaluate it.
Within the HEIMDALL team it has been agreed to develop two stories for one selected forest
fire case study (INT-FRS) about a forest fire in the pilot region of La Jonquera, Spain: story
FIRE-1 for the preparedness phase and story FIRE-2 for the response phase.
Demonstrations in HEIMDALL are held within the End-Users Workshop (EUW). The EUWs
have the aim to join the end-users partners and the members of the Advisory Board (AB), to
facilitate their evaluation of the system, through the execution of the stories, as part of the
demonstration
 The specific steps towards the Release A demonstrations can be summarized as follows:


The requirements for the stories are defined considering the user response planning
activities and processes analysis.



Definition of the selected stories (FIRE-1 and FIRE-2).



Definition/description of individual story boards for the features to be demonstrated
for each of the defined stories considering only those HEIMDALL modules which are
due for Release A



Postulation of research questions for the demonstration and for a debriefing
questionnaire provided to the end users after each demonstration



Specification of test cases for the system requirements due for Release A

19/12/2018
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2 Glossary
Story

General description of a situation, defining the specific hazards and
consequences of the impact, looking at a specific area of interest. A
story always applies to one or more response planning phases and
corresponding activities.
Within two stories (FIRE-1 and FIRE-2) will be defined for the
demonstration of Release A.

Story FIRE-1

Story based on forest fire case study 2 (INT-FRS) about
preparedness activities for a forest fire in the pilot region of La
Jonquera, Spain.

Story FIRE-2

Story based on forest fire case study 2 (INT-FRS) about response
activities for a forest fire in the pilot region of La Jonquera, Spain.

Scenario

Real or hypothetical situation comprised of a hazard (hazard scenario),
projected or produced impacts (risk scenario), and all related disaster
management decisions, plans, and lessons learnt for the purpose of
risk assessment, training and response planning.

Storyboard

Description how the story is presented in the demonstration to the user
groups and technical partners, respectively. Individual storyboards will
be developed to demonstrate the features (implemented
functionalities) for each of the selected stories.

Workflow

Structured description of the interaction and information flow between
user and system, and the system components; no implication of the
timeline; formalized specification of the story.

Information flow

Is part of the workflow.

Demonstrator

A demonstrator of a software system is a piece of software that
demonstrates the usage and functionality of the software system. A
demonstrator distinguishes from an operational software system in the
way that not all components may be stable or fully implemented.

Web services

A Web service is a well-defined Web interface that allows to access
the functionality of a component.

Modules

A module in the HEIMDALL system is a single software artefact with a
dedicated single functionality.

Components

A component is a logical grouping of one or more modules.

RAF

Recommendations for Forest Fire firefighting operations. INT-FRS
official document that summarizes the forest fire risk evolution for next
24hours. Includes information on fire behaviour, indexes, weather and
guidelines for deploying firefighting operations. RAF, includes also
some lessons from past events. Is prepared and published at 8:00PM
for next 24 hours, and updated at 8:00AM with new information if
needed.

Release A

The first release of system functionalities, specifically addressed to be
evaluated through the execution of two stories, as part of the
demonstration 1

19/12/2018
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3 Target audience of the demonstrations
3.1 Overview of the target audience
The target audience of the demonstrations are:


The HEIMDALL consortium



Advisory Board

3.2 Goals and benefits
The demonstrations have goals for the technical partners as well as for the end-user partners
in the HEIMDALL consortium and the Advisory Board.

3.2.1 Benefits for the technical partners
The technical goals can be summarized as follows:


Learning by doing; improve common understanding; proof of (technical) concept



Testing



Receiving feedback from end users



Validation of the system in accordance with the Vee Model [1]

3.2.2 Benefits for the end users
For the end users the following benefit is envisaged:


Understanding of the HEIMDALL service concept and functionalities; opportunities to
cooperate in specifying and developing the approach and planned technologies



Understanding of the expected products; opportunity for active participation in
specification and development of products; “collaborative design”

19/12/2018
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4 Methodology for Exercises (Release A)
Two types of demonstrations are envisaged for Release A: (1) Exercises based on the preselected and consolidated stories (FIRE-1, FIRE-2) and (2) previews of products planned for
later releases. This chapter describes the methodology for exercises. Product previews are
specified in chapter 10.
The methodology for exercises shall be based on the Trial Guidance Methodology developed
by the DRIVER+ project (D922.21- Trial guidance methodology and guidance tool
specifications (version 1)). In this document, we replace the term “Trial” by the term
“exercise”.
The publication “Trialing a Common Operational Picture in simulated environment” [4]
provides a description of a performed trial in the scope of the former DRIVER project. The
paper acts as a resource for ideas for the preparation of HEIMDALL exercises.
The phases of an exercise are accordingly:
1. Preparation Phase
a. Specification of gaps in the exercise context
b. Exercise design – 6-step approach
c. Development of exercise materials
2. Execution Phase
a. Dry run 1
b. Dry run 2
c. Exercise runs
3. Evaluation Phase
a. Data Collection check
b. Data analysis
c. Answering research questions – concluding/synthesis
d. Dissemination of the results

4.1 Roles in exercises
The following explanations provide an overview to ensure a shared understanding of roles
which are referred to in the deliverable:


Exercise owner. The exercise owner is responsible for the overall management and
success of the exercise as well as well for the acceptance of gaps, story and
solutions selection. He/she coordinates the exercise committee. For instance, if an
exercise owner is interested in assessing solutions to improve fire-fighting operations,
he or she must be familiar with the way in which such operations are routinely dealt
with: who (is responsible for the operation), which (are the tasks, processes and
protocols) followed by whom, when, and how. Additionally, socio-cultural and legal
aspects must be carefully considered (i.e. what can be done in a given context).



End-users coordinator. The end-user coordinator acts as the stakeholder manager.
He or she makes the first contact with relevant End-users and informs them on the
exercise.



Methodology support. The methodology support team ensures the correct
understanding and implementation of the methodology, specific support is provided
for all exercises

19/12/2018
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Scenario coordinator. He/she coordinates the selection of gaps and research
questions in an exercise and prepares the story/scenario. The scenario coordinator is
also involved in the actual execution of the exercise.



Solution coordinator. The solution coordinator controls the use, the integration and
the assessment of the technical solutions. He/she supervises the training of selected
solutions

4.2 Preparation phase
The preparation of each exercise starts with crisis management gaps selection, i.e. with
characterizing the gaps in crisis management for which potential solutions should be
investigated by conducting the exercise (task 1). Another important aspect is the context of
the exercise itself, which refers to who, what, why, when and how; namely roles,
responsibilities, constraints of the participating organisation(s) or the facilities or the
organisations hosting the exercise. Once these gaps have been specified in more detail in
the context of the exercise, the actual design can start by following an iterative 6-step
approach (task 2). By taking these six steps within task 2, the exercise design is developed,
and the supporting exercise materials can be developed (task 3). Figure shows tasks 1 and 3
in more detail.

Figure 4-1: Exercise preparation methodology

4.2.1 Specification of gaps in the exercise context (Task 1)
Exercises aim to assess the potential impact of solutions for crisis management problems
(gaps) that practitioners experience in their operations. The preparation of the exercise
begins with specifying these gaps before systematically addressing the relevant gaps via the
6-step approach.
A “capability gap” is understood to be the difference between a current capability and the
capability considered necessary for the adequate performance of one or more disaster
management tasks Defining a gap is the expression of an operational (real-life) crisis
management problem and should state a limit in the ability to perform a crisis management
task to the adequate level of performance. The gaps can be of different natures: technical
(e.g. the ability to link different systems, to integrate data from difference
19/12/2018
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sources, etc.); or non-technical, i.e. organisational, political, legal (e.g. integrating different
organisational processes, or overcoming legal incompatibilities); or a combination of several
dimensions.
Output
The output is a clear definition of the operational problems of technical and/or non-technical
nature with respect to crisis management tasks, processes, and/or roles, which should be
addressed by the exercise.
Actions and required participation


Formulate a relevant and specific operational problem with crisis management roles,
tasks, and processes of technical and/or non-technical nature in such a way that
relevant solutions that can help solve the problem can be assessed in the exercise.



Formulate the operational problem in such a way that it is not merely story/scenario
specific or country specific, but specific enough that the closing of the gap can be
monitored over time.



Formulate which specific crisis management tasks, processes or roles are
problematic (e.g. coordination of resources and activities; information management
(exchange); situation assessment; resource management; communication;
enhancement of a common operational picture; operational, tactical strategic crisis
management roles).



Formulate what is problematic about these crisis management tasks and processes
(e.g. missing, slow, insufficient and incomplete information, inaccurate, inefficient
communication, etc.).



Formulate which actors and roles are affected by a crisis management problem (e.g.
police, firefighters, ambulance, army, citizens; operational, tactical or strategic
incident command teams; municipal, regional, national, cross-border, multi-national).



Formulate to which disaster types the problem refers (e.g. wild-fire/urban-fire, blackout, flooding, pandemic, cyberattack, etc.)

Example
Crisis management gaps:


Limited ability in managing the source and the effects of fire.



Shortcomings in the ability to exchange crisis-related information among onsite and
offsite incident command teams.



Limits in the ability to ensure a common understanding about the incident and
response to it.



Shortcomings in decision-making about the routing of units.

This task should be executed by the exercise owner with assistance from the end-user
coordinator.

4.2.2 Exercise design (Task 2)
As mentioned above, once the gaps have been specified in more detail in the context of the
exercise in the Task 1, the exercise design can start by following an iterative 6-step approach
(task 2).

19/12/2018
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Identify the exercise objectives (Task 2, Step 1)

In this step, the most important gaps that have been described in task 1 are reformulated as
prioritized objectives in an exercise. In addition, it will be determined which effect(s) a
solution or solutions should have in order to solve operational problems (e.g. improved
decision support, uninterrupted communication even under harsh weather circumstances,
etc.).
Example
The mission objectives are:


Managing the source and effects of a fire



Improve communication between onsite and offsite command teams



Develop shared situation awareness about the incident and about the response



Improve decision making (e.g. the tasking and routing of resources)

The exercise objective is:


To assess the effect of a solution on these tasks (managing the source of fire) and
processes (develop shared understanding) and to identify factors affecting the
adoption of the solution

This step has to be conducted by the exercise owner and the end-users’ coordinator.

4.2.2.2

Formulate research questions (Task 2, Step 2)

In this step, for each of the objectives that has been identified in step 1, one or more
research questions (RQs) will be formulated. Research questions are formulated to identify
the appropriate mix of research methods and data analysis techniques and to capture
relevant data during the execution phase. Moreover, RQs are needed to be able to evaluate
the solutions in the exercise.
These questions consider the impact of solutions on crisis management in general, and on
specific crisis management tasks in particular (such as command and control,
communications among first responders in the field, etc.). In addition, some exercise-specific
questions can be formulated. All research questions should be defined SMART [5]
Example
The research questions are:


How does a solution affect the speed and accuracy of communication between
onsite and offsite command teams about threat evolution and response to it when
managing the source and effect of a fire?



How does a solution facilitate shared situation awareness between onsite and offsite
command teams about threat evolution during an incident and response to it?



How does a solution have an impact on decision making about the tasking of routing
of resources when managing the source and effects of a fire?

This step has to be conducted by the exercise owner, the end-user coordinator and the
methodological support to exercises. All exercise-stakeholders should understand and
approve research questions.

19/12/2018
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Formulate data collection plan (Task 2, Step 3)

In this step, for each of the research questions that has been formulated in step 2, a plan to
collect relevant data is determined. Key performance indicators must be taken into account in
step 3. Hence, what data is needed and how it will be “weighted” are crucial here.
Key performance indicators (KPIs) represent “a set of measures focusing on those aspects
of organisational performance that are the most critical for the current and future success of
the organisation” [6]. The identification of KPIs is crucial as it provides a way to quantify the
outcomes of an exercise and assess the performance of the trialled solutions.
A data collection plan has to be developed that describes in which way all kinds of required
data will be collected (measured), by whom or by which means, during the exercise. This
should be done in a clear and consistent way to avoid ambiguity and to collect data of good
quality. This plan should enable answering the research questions.
The DRIVER+ Knowledge Base can be used to get examples of research methods, and to
take into account experiences on data collection of previous exercises.
In addition, the DRIVER document on Performance and Effectiveness Metrics in Crisis
Management Experiments” 5] provides practitioner guidelines and recommendations for
selecting measures and indicators of performance, ways of collecting, processing and storing
data and ways to operationalise these in a specific experiment.
Example
Data collection plan:


Measure characteristics of communication, shared situation understanding and
decision making. Acquire a subjective appreciation of the solution by participants in
the exercise.



Different techniques possible to collect data, such as observations, questionnaires,
using simulator data, and group discussion. Use or adjust existing and scientifically
validated questionnaires for the exercise.

Conditions:


Assess communication in two sessions
o

One session where participants use the new solution (a Common Operational
Picture Tool).

o

One session where people work with their own tools and working procedures.
The differences between these sessions indicate the positive or negative
effects of using the solution

Measurements:


Use the same measurement for both sessions to be able to compare them. Use selfreport measures (e.g. questionnaire, focus group session) and observational
methods (using observers) to gain information from different perspectives.



To assess communication in the two sessions, it has to be defined what
characteristics of communication shall be assessed in the exercise. Consider
duration (is it faster?), the topics shared (it is relevant and complete?), as well as the
number misunderstandings and errors (is it accurate?).



Search the DRIVER + Knowledge Base to find existing observation protocols that
could be used or adjusted for the exercise.

Other possible designs to evaluate solutions:
A disadvantage with the design above is that we only get the opinion of two teams in just
two similar scenarios. This might not be sufficiently representative and reliable for drawing
19/12/2018
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conclusions about the operational benefits of, for instance, a Common Operational Picture
tool (COP tool).
Furthermore, the comparison between the two sessions is not really valid.
Different designs all have advantages and disadvantages. It is important to discuss different
options. In these cases, the following options are also possible:



Perform more sessions with different teams and change the order of sessions (either
starting with or without the solution).
Only perform sessions with participants using the solution. Let participants compare
their experience with previous experiences. This way it is also possible to compare
with previous situation.

This step should be initiated by the exercise owner, the end-user coordinator and the
methodological support representative; in later stages of this step, all members of the
exercise committee should be involved to ensure that the envisioned way of collecting data is
realistic and achievable. Support from someone with experience in data collection is useful.

4.2.2.4

Formulate evaluation approaches and metrics (Task 2, Step 4)

In this step, it is formulated how the data that will be collected during the exercise will be
analysed. It is described which techniques will be used and how analysis results will be
reported (i.e. answers on research questions and conclusions about whether exercise
objectives have been met). The evaluation approach depends on the data collection. For
instance, qualitative data gathered during focus groups should be evaluated through specific
techniques.
The DRIVER+ Knowledge Base can be used to get examples of data analysis techniques,
and to take into account experiences on data analysis of previous exercises.
Here again, the DRIVER document of Performance and Effectiveness Metrics in Crisis
Management Experiments [5] is a good source for guidelines.
Example
Evaluation approaches:
1. Depending on the data collection plan, appropriate analysis techniques need to be
applied. Since we are interested in both the quantitative and qualitative impact of a
COP tool, we need to combine two different analysis techniques.
a. For the quantitative part we concentrate on the main objective of the
(simulated) response operation through comparing the duration of a certain
task in a scenario without the solution (baseline) and with the trialled
innovation. Here, the time needed for creating situation awareness in order to
react, e.g. making specific decisions such as defining an evacuation plan,
becomes a key performance indicator. As a second key performance
indicator we decide to analyse the actual outcome of the (faster or slower)
decisions. The actual operation outcomes, which may be partly simulated,
are directly compared with each other, e.g. the ratio between evacuated
citizens and citizens in need.
b. For the qualitative part, we want to consider the professional feedback of the
crisis managers involved into the operation. Here, we decide to carry out
semi-structured interviews addressing the perceived appropriateness of the
new solution into the current way the practitioners work. Next to numeric
estimations (e.g. using the Likert scale) in order to identify patterns of the
group, we formulate open-ended questions in order to gather the individual
perceptions and make sure we are not missing important subjects.
Depending on the outcomes gathered directly after the exercise, we analyse
19/12/2018
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topics of interest and develop follow-up interviews in order to catch-up
observations we didn’t anticipate in the initial questionnaires.
2. At the same time, we are aware that the observations are all of different nature and
have to be put into a context. For this purpose, we assign all relevant and available
data according to the DRIVER+ performance measurement dimensions. We
anticipate for example which and how many representatives are needed to exercise
what, how and in which condition (e.g. the side restrictions of a time-pressing
situation or disruptive telecommunication should be considered appropriately). For
the crisis management dimension, we structure the main objectives of the exercise
scenario/story according to the involved roles, tasks and processes so that specific
operational effectiveness measures are clearly described (e.g. evacuation time). For
the solution dimension we relate the crisis management tasks to the dedicated
solution function so that a direct contribution can be deduced, but we also take into
account solution specific evaluation approaches in order to later make sense of why
a certain impact has been observed (e.g. applying evaluation standards regarding
human-computer interactions)
This step should be executed by the exercise owner, the methodological support
representative and the end-user coordinator.

4.2.2.5

Formulate stories (Task 2, Step 5)

In this step, one or more realistic stories (in DRIVER+ “scenarios”) are developed. Stories
must be realistic in terms of the context of the end-users and the environment in which they
operate. While it is unlikely that stories are developed only at step 5 (ideas on potential
stories may come into play earlier e.g. after gaps have been identified in the exercise
context), in this phase they are refined, revised and tailored to the objective of the exercise.
For example, if the gap is related to cross border communication between first responders in
case of large-scale forest fires, the story script (and simulations) should contain the
characteristics of such a situation. In addition, the story should enable the exercise owner to
measure the performance of various solutions during the exercise by defining so-called keyevents. (Note: for research purposes, a story can be split up into several stages or scenes.)
A story is based on physical drivers – i.e., natural hazards, – but is not limited to their
description. Instead, a story should also incorporate the aspects of damage and losses in a
possibly realistic way. A comprehensive story describing development of the crisis helps to
build an exercise supported by an IT-implementation of the given multi-hazard and -risk
scenario. IT-implementation occurs in the form of HEIMDALL components working together.
This implementation, however, may not necessarily be able to reproduce the full complexity
of a story behind. To which degree a story can feasibly be reproduced by its ITimplementation depends on current modelling and processing capabilities as well as
availability of geodata. Limited reproducibility should not, however, diminish the importance
of qualified stories as backOn-Field for comprehensive multi-scenarios and realistic
exercises.
Output
This step results in one or more stories that can be used during the exercise (if needed, a
story can be split up into one or more stages/scenes). A story consists of the following
elements:


The environment (arena, context) in which the story takes place.



The various players described by their roles (contributing to crisis management
tasks), primary objectives and resources, means (including means that are subject of
the exercise).
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The storyboard: set of key events (e.g., the initial incident and its impact) within each
stage.

Example
Story around a forest fire followed by a chemical threat:
In the scenario, the fire starts close to a simulated Franco-Spanish border. The Spanish
authorities are alerted. In order to fight the fire, the French fire-fighters must use water
bombers which require a green light from the Spanish authorities since the lake where they
intend to refill is on the border. The fire reaches a road where a truck containing chemical
products is blocked. A plume model shows that the nearby village is threatened and must be
evacuated (experiment described in [1]).
Two threads/stages have been selected to support the evaluation of information sharing: (1)
the dissemination and management of the warning of the Swedish authorities and (2) the
dissemination and management of the chemical risk. Each thread is characterized by a list
of key points:
1. Story key points relative to the warning of Swedish authorities:
a. Water bombers sent
b. National Swedish authorities warned
c. National Swedish authorities updated
d. Local Swedish authorities informed
e. Tactical situation uploaded (SITAC)
f. Tactical situation read by Swedish LHQ
g. Fire warning to Sweden
2. Story key points relative to the chemical risk:
a. Chemical risk known
b. Plume requested
c. Plume uploaded
d. Leak alarm creation
e. Plume consulted by EMIZ
f. Leak alarm transmitted to Sweden
g. Message to European authorities
Example
Story used in Driver+ call for application – Trial (The Netherlands):
A dyke or sluice breach is caused by technical failure or bad weather conditions. A part of
the Safety Region Haaglanden, the Netherlands, will be flooded and damaged or destroyed.
More than 500.000 people are threatened by the flooding.
During the flood, the water level will be about one meter, depending on the exact location of
the breach and the altitude of the terrain. The flooding will have significant human,
economic, environmental, and social impacts. Cascading effects will be:
1. Flooded roads and railways;
2. Partly power outage;
3. (Tele-)communications failure;
4. Shortage in fresh drinking water and food supply for the population within and
outside of the affected area.
The scenario requires decisions about the necessity for evacuation of inhabitants of the area
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afflicted by flooding. A large amount of emergency workers and rescue equipment is needed
to deal with the increasing number of exposed people and to manage aforementioned
cascading effects. Thus, the situation cannot be handled by Safety Region Haaglanden and
regional crisis partners only, but requires deployment of additional evacuation forces,
volunteers and resources from national and potentially international networks.
When the water has withdrawn, the previously flooded area will be heavily damaged and
partly destroyed.
This step should be executed by the exercise owner in collaboration with the end-user
coordinator and the methodological support representative.

4.2.2.6

Select solutions (Task 2, Step 6)

In this step, one or more solutions will be selected from the HEIMDALL Portfolio of solutions
and components.
Output
This step will result in a set of appropriate and available solutions that will potentially solve
the investigated gap(s) and that can be used in the exercise.
This step should be executed by the exercise owner in collaboration with the solution
coordinator and in consultation with the end-user coordinator.

4.2.3 Develop Exercise Materials (Task 3)
At the end of the preparation phase, the exercise design is ready. Materials for the exercise
and two dry runs need to be developed. The developed materials, such as instructions or
questionnaires, will then be piloted in Dry Run 1, used for rehearsal in Dry Run 2 and used in
the exercise.
Input
The inputs to fulfil this step are the decisions that were taken during the six-step approach,
as described in the previous pages. Based on this, the design of these materials can be
developed and configured.
Output
The output of task 3 is captured in and consists of the following materials:


The environment (arena, context) in which the story takes place.



The story, source and effects of incidents, locations of relevant objects and people
are detailed, developed and made available for Dry Run 1. The key events in the
story that trigger crisis management processes, tasks and roles (including workflows
between teams or team roles such that communication) required in each exercise
session are made available.



The exercise participants are identified, contacted, invited and informed for the Dry
Run 1, Dry Run 2 and exercise sessions. The exercise participants are: the exercise
owner, conductor, participating practitioners, solution providers/technical partners and
observers.



Instructions to participants about the exercise and the crisis management objective,
their tasks, processes and roles are developed and the solutions are ready for testing
in Dry Run 1.



Buildings, rooms, workplaces, systems and instruments are available, configured and
ready to be used by all invited participants for Dry Run 1.
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The agenda and the instructions for all data collectors are clear about who collects
what data, how and when and where and why and relevance of the conditions.



The selected solutions for exercising are made available in the right locations for Dry
Run 1.



The approach to check, analyse and visualize collected data is ready for use after Dry
Run 1 and understood by those who carry out the analysis.



The template for reporting the exercise is configured and the protocol to answer
research questions and drawing conclusions is ready for Dry Run 1.

4.3 Execution Phase
The execution phase in HEIMDALL comprises the execution of two Dry Runs, that will serve
as a rehearsal before the Exercise runs during the End-user Workshop, and the adjustments
between them that might arise.
Dry Runs are designed as a working test of all system functionalities (solutions) selected to
address the execution of two stories. The Dry Runs are coordinated and leaded b the roles of
Exercise owner and Solution coordinator

Figure 4-2: Exercise execution methodology
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5 Gaps in the long term
This section contains gaps identified for the overall final system. Gaps identified for
individual releases and exercises can be found in the chapter describing the respective
exercise.

5.1 Gaps in disaster preparedness
These gaps in crisis preparedness have been identified as relevant for exercises in
HEIMDALL in the context of the final system:


Limited ability for assessing the potential affected area and conditions (flame length,
intensity,..) of emerging hazards at morning meetings



Limited ability for assessing the potential consequences of emerging hazards on
property, people, environment, and society´s critical infrastructure functions at
morning meetings



Limited ability for assessing interacting hazards and cascading effects of emerging
hazards at morning meetings



Lack of information to anticipate future scenarios and share them among other
authorities.



Limitations in the ability to ensure a common understanding about the scenario.



Shortcomings in the analysis of possible future scenarios.



Limited ability to pre-plan response in hostile environments.

5.2 Gaps in disaster response
These gaps in crisis response have been identified as relevant for exercises in HEIMDALL in
the context of the final system:


Limited ability for assessing the potential affected area and conditions (flame length,
intensity,..) as the incident evolves.



Limited ability for assessing the potential consequences of ongoing incidents on
property, people environment, and society´s critical infrastructure functions during a
crisis situation.



Shortcomings in the assessment of cascading effects and interacting hazards.



Lack of reliable information from comparing past events, weather data and fire risk, to
anticipate future scenarios and share them among other authorities.



Lack of reliable information from comparing past events, weather data and fire risk to
pre-plan response in hostile environments.



Limits in the ability to provide a common operational picture (e.g. limits in providing
information in the real time)



Limitations in the ability to ensure a common understanding about the situation.



Limited decision-making at different levels.



Focus on strategic objectives of individual organizations instead on common strategic
objectives
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6 Preparation phase of exercise FIRE-1 (Release A)
Preparedness phase
This chapter describes the preparation phase of Exercise FIRE-1, based on the
Preparedness phase of DRM
This chapter contains the prepared materials for exercise FIRE-1.

6.1 Exercise Setup
The functionalities implemented for Release A will be presented and evaluated in an
interactive exercise by use of the HEIMDALL system modules.
Context
Participants: HEIMDALL consortium and advisory board
What: Demonstration 1 of HEIMDALL project
Why: Test and evaluate Release A functionalities by end user partners
Host: Hosted by SFRS at their headquarters in Glasgow
Exercise type
The exercise will be conducted as a functional exercise allowing participants to perform their
duties in a simulated operational environment. Activities for a functional exercise are
scenario-driven, such as the failure of a critical business function or a specific hazard
scenario. Functional exercises are designed to exercise specific team members, procedures
and resources (e.g. communications, warning, notifications and equipment set-up).
Exercise Organization
The following figure depicts the expected configuration of the organisation for FIRE-1
exercise. The different locations of each Stage Key Point (SKP) in the storyboard, are
classified in “On-Field” or “Control Room”. Each SKP will be read orally, and further
explained if necessary by the End-User Coordinator, then the SKP will be performed in the
corresponding station (On-Field, or Command & Control) by the Exercise Runner, who will
execute the action in the system in front of end-users and advisory board members.
In this Exercise FIRE-1, all SKP were classified as “Control Room”:


SCB: Fire Service National Control Room



CCREG: Fire Service Regional Control Room



PREG: Police Regional Control Room



PS: Police Station
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Exercise Station 1
Command & Control

INT

Exercise Station 2
On-Field

Storyboard steps

INT

CRI

Exercise
Runner
(SPH)

SFRS

AB 1

END-USERS
COORDINATOR
(PCF)

FBBR

SFRS

AB 1

CRI

Exercise
Runner
(SPH)

FBBR

AB 1

AB 1

Exercise Observers

Technical partners

Dissemination
leader (PCF)

End-users

Figure 6-1 Exercise organisation

EXERCISE
LEADERS
SOLUTION
SCENARIO
END-USERS
EXERCISE
OWNER COORDINATOR COORDINATOR COORDINATOR
(DLR-KN)
(PCF)
(DLR-KN)

ROLES

EXERCISE
PARTICIPANTS

EXERCISE
OBSERVERS

End-users

Technical
partners

Advisory Board
members

Technical
partners

End-users

Dissemination
leader (PCF)

Figure 6-2 Roles in the exercise organisation

Schedule
The schedule is as follows:


Presentation of the story and study questions (15 min)



Each run of the story shall take approximately 30-45 minutes of simulated time,
representing from 3 to 4 hours of operational time.



Debriefing questionnaire and other selected data collection approaches (30 min)

6.2 Gaps in the exercise context (Release A)
These gaps in crisis preparedness have been identified as relevant for the exercise:
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Limited ability for assessing the potential affected area and conditions (flame length,
intensity,..) of emerging hazards at morning meetings



Lack of information from additional external data sources and systems to anticipate
future scenarios.



Shortcomings in the analysis of possible future scenarios.



Limitations in the creation of public awareness and communication with field staff

6.3 Exercise Objectives (Release A)
These mission objectives have been identified for the gaps (see modules to be implemented
in D2.2):


Improve the assessment of potential affected area and conditions (flame length,
intensity,..) at morning meetings.



Improve availability of information from additional external data sources and systems
to anticipate future scenarios.



Improve the analysis of possible future scenarios by the provision of scenario
management functionality.



Increase the means for the creation of public awareness and communication with
field staff.

The exercise objective is:


To assess the effect of solutions on these tasks (assessment of potential affected
area and conditions, analysis of possible future scenarios, anticipation of future
scenarios, communication with field staff) and processes (creation of public
awareness) and to identify factors affecting the adoption of the solution

6.4 Research Questions
For the defined objectives the following research questions have been specified:


How do the Fire Simulator and related UI functionalities facilitate the assessment of
potential affected area and conditions (flame length, intensity,..) at morning
meetings?



How do Release A SP and UI improve the availability of information from additional
external data sources and systems to anticipate future scenarios?



How do the Release A Scenario Management solution and related UI functionalities
facilitate the building of different possible future scenarios to a potential situation?



How does the Information Gateway solution improve the creation of public
awareness and communication with field staff?

6.5 Data Collection Plan
This data collection plan has been determined:


Measure characteristics of assessment of potential affected area and conditions,
analysis of possible future scenarios, anticipation of future scenarios, communication
with field staff, shared scenario understanding and creation of public awareness.
Acquire a subjective appreciation of the solution by participants in the exercise.



Measure usefulness of a solution functionality or product for the working procedure of
the participants (“not useful”/”useful”/”could be better”, if so then how?)



Measure fulfilment of user requirements for Release A

Conditions:
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Assess communication in one session with participants using the Release A
HEIMDALL solution. Let participants compare their experience with previous
experiences. This way it is possible to compare with previous situation.

Measurements:




Use self-report measures (e.g. questionnaire, focus group session) and observational
methods (using observers) to gain information from different perspectives.
o

Observer takes notes during exercises; subjective appreciation of the solution
by participants; feedback needs to be classified according to a scale, e.g.
positive, neutral, negative; To assess communication in the session, it has to
be defined what characteristics of communication shall be assessed in the
exercise. Consider duration (is it fast?), the topics shared (it is relevant and
complete?), as well as the number misunderstandings and errors (is it
accurate?)

o

Debriefing questionnaire in order to


Answer questionnaire based on identified research questions;
Measure usefulness of a solution functionality or product for the
working procedure of the participants (“not useful”/”useful”/”could be
better”, if so then how?)



Evaluate the fulfilment of URs.



Modify/identify new URs if they consider

o

In-depth discussion based on research questions

o

Feedback on the exercise itself, lessons learnt session (either in the “Open
Discussion” Session after the EUW II exercise, at PM5 in the session “EUW
wrap up and conclusions – Part 1” or in the subsequent HEIMDALL telco)

Collection of system logs, external data gathered during the exercise, data created
during exercise, e.g. scenarios, simulation results, screenshots of the UI for
documentation and further intelligence

6.6 Evaluation Approaches and Metrics
The following approaches have been selected for the analysis of the data that will be
collected during the exercise.
1. Since we are interested in both the quantitative and qualitative impact of the
HEIMDALL solution, we need to combine two different analysis techniques.
a. For the quantitative part we concentrate on the main objective of the
(simulated) preparedness operation through comparing the duration of a
certain task in a story without the solution (baseline) and with the trialled
innovation. Here, the time needed for creating different possible future
scenarios in order to decide on a working strategy such as defining prevention
measures becomes a key performance indicator. As a second key
performance indicator we decide to analyse the actual outcome of the (faster
or slower) decisions. The actual operation outcomes, which may be partly
simulated, are directly compared with each other, e.g. the ratio between
prevented forest fire occurrences and potential hotspots still at risk of fire.
b. For the qualitative part, we want to consider the professional feedback of the
crisis managers involved into the operation. Here, we decide to carry out
semi-structured interviews addressing the perceived appropriateness of the
new solution into the current way the practitioners work. Next to numeric
estimations (e.g. using the Likert scale) in order to identify patterns of the
group, we formulate open-ended questions in order to gather the individual
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perceptions and make sure we are not missing important subjects. Depending
on the outcomes gathered directly after the exercise, we analyse topics of
interest and develop follow-up interviews in order to catch-up observations we
didn’t anticipate in the initial questionnaires.
2. At the same time, we are aware that the observations are all of different nature and
have to be put into a context. For this purpose, we assign all relevant and available
data according to the DRIVER+ performance measurement dimensions. We
anticipate for example which and how many representatives are needed to exercise
what, how and in which condition (e.g. the side restrictions of a time-pressing
situation or disruptive telecommunication should be considered appropriately). For
the crisis management dimension, we structure the main objectives of the exercise
story according to the involved roles, tasks and processes so that specific operational
effectiveness measures are clearly described (e.g. time for creating different possible
futures). For the solution dimension we relate the crisis management tasks to the
dedicated solution function so that a direct contribution can be deduced, but we also
take into account solution specific evaluation approaches in order to later make sense
of why a certain impact has been observed (e.g. applying evaluation standards
regarding human-computer interactions)
3. The outcome of technical tests will be evaluated according to the defined HEIMDALL
software engineering guidelines. Results will be used to update existing user
requirements or creating new ones.

6.7 Story
The story FIRE-1 will be developed for the forest fire case study 2 (INT-FRS). The
preparedness phase will be simulated.
Story is based on:


The context of the end-users and the environment in which they operate



The objective of the exercise



Physical drivers – i.e., natural hazards



Incorporation of damage and losses in a possibly realistic way



Flow of response planning / preparedness activities in the end-users reference
workflow



Availability of functionality in the integrated system for Release A supporting the story
(and also in stand-alone tool implementation if necessary to evaluate)

Figure 6-3 outlines the sequential steps of defining the story.
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Figure 6-3: Methodology for defining story FIRE-1

Story type
Preparedness phase to a Forest Fire (FIRE)
Environment
La Jonquera, Spain; based on forest fire case study 2 (INT-FRS). Environment will be taken
from D3.2 (in progress)
Players and roles
Target groups must be selected for the exercises according to:


GRAF 01: Fire Analyst Coordinator



DO: Dispatcher Operator



CRC: Control Room Chief



IC: Incident Commander



FR-MMEE: Police Department Mossos d’Esquadra. Autonomic Police Force of
Catalonia



FR-LP: Police Department Local Police

Locations


SCB: Fire Service National Control Room



CCREG: Fire Service Regional Control Room



PREG: Police Regional Control Room



PS: Police Station

The scenario will require a commitment of stakeholders (end-users and decision makers)
from different Crisis Management levels (local, regional), such as representatives of regional
police and fire services.
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Actions will be taken by these stakeholders in a realistic information environment, based on
currently available means, Crisis Management plans, rescue procedures and good practices
of participants. Solution providers are asked to support the actors in their mission to respond
to the story.
Stages/Scenes
Stage 1: command and control centre (strategic)
Story Description
The story represents the preparedness phase for La Jonquera fire. The aims of the actions
within this preparedness phase are “to be prepared” and ready against future events,
avoiding reactive responses and fostering pro-active decisions by knowing in advance the
potential affectations.
This story collects the actions performed by INT-FRS during the days before (from July the
16th), where information on forest fire risk evolution was gathered by GRAF01. This
information resulted in the creation and publication of RAF document. The story also shows
the preparedness actions carried out in parallel during the Response Phase (i.e. “GRAF 01
requests a satellite image of the hot spots in the fire zone” on 07/22/2012 22:00).
See also Table 7-1 for an outline of the two stories FIRE-1 and FIRE-2. The extended
context of La Jonquera fire can be found in the HEIMDALL D3.2 on Case Studies – Issue 2.
Storyboards
Storyboards for the defined story stages using implemented functionalities for release A.
Each step in the storyboard is indexed by stage key points (SKP).
Associated documents
The following associated documents shown in the Table 6-1 can be found in the HEIMDALL
D3.2 on Case Studies – Issue 2 [7]




20120722_cos_avis_diari: (RAF) daily report for July the 22nd on fire risk evolution in
Catalonia region, also contains recommendations on forest fire suppression
operations.
20120723_cos_avis_diari (RAF): daily report for July the 23rd on fire risk evolution in
Catalonia region, also contains recommendations on forest fire suppression
operations.
20120722_TRI: table that summarizes all available resources that can be deployed at
national and regional level

User interaction with
HEIMDALL

Table 6-1: Storyboard for story FIRE-1
SKP
1.

Time

Key event

Player

3
07/21/2012
20:00

Publication
of
RAF
document. The overall
nd
situation for July the 22
is
assessed
as
“hazardous” for forest
fire risk.

GRAF 01

Creation
19/12/2018

of

fictive

Location
SCB

ID

Brief description

TR_Scen
_1

To create a scenario,
based on the past fire
events at:

TR_Scen
_6
TR_UI_1
9



42º15’59,77’’
N



2º57’28,94’’
E

Associated
documents
20120722_cos_av
is_diari
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scenario based on the
past fire events
2.

3.

4.

5.

To define it as fictive.

4
07/22/2012
08:00

The control operators
register on the platform
and confirm their entry.

DO

5
07/22/2012
08:00

The Control Room chief
registers on the platform
and confirms his/her
entry.

CRC

6
07/22/2012
08:00

The
Incident
Commander registers on
the
platform
and
confirms his/her entry.

IC

7
07/22/2012
08:30

The fire analyst query
forecast weather maps
for today's event

GRAF 01

CCREG

TR_UI_1

User Login

TR_UeR
M_02
SCB

TR_UI_1

User Login

TR_UeR
M_02
CCREG

TR_UI_1

User Login

TR_UeR
M_02
SCB

TR_Data
Ex_04
TR_Data
Ex_05

Meteorological
hydrological
information

and

TR_UI_1
2
6.

7.

8
07/22/2012
08:30

07/22/2012
08:30

The fire analyst query
weather data from last
night's stations.

GRAF 01

SCB

TR_Data
Ex_04

weather forecast

TR_UI_1
2

The fire analyst check
the RAF document and
updates
weather
parameters and hazard.

TR_Scen
_2
TR_Scen
_3
TR_UI_1
9

8.

07/22/2012
09:00

CRC prints the TRI and
confirms availability of all
resources. Confirms that
all operational users
have been correctly
registered.

CRC

SCB

TR_UI_3

Show data

9.

07/22/2012
9:00

Registration of human
and material resources

FRMMEE;

PREG;

TR_UI_1

FR-LP

PS
(Police
Station)

TR_UeR
M_02

User Login and insert
data

10.

07/22/2012
22:00

IC defines a region of
interest, where to move
the drone swarm to
monitor the movement of
the fire during the night.

IC

FCP

TR_Data
Situ_6

11.

07/22/2012
22:00

IC defines points of
interest, within the
region of interest.

IC

FCP

TR_Data
Situ_7

12.

07/22/2012
22:00

GRAF 01 requests a
satellite image of the
extent of the surface
burned during the night,
to analyze the intensity
of the fire

GRAF 01

SCB

TR_Data
_EO_1

19/12/2018

TR_Data
_EO_3
TR_UI_1

20120722_TRI

Burn scars based on
Sentinel-2 and hot
spot detection based
on MODIS data
Download
of
products and

EO
their
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metadata

TR_UI_1
3
13.

07/22/2012
22:00

GRAF 01 requests a
satellite image of the hot
spots in the fire zone

GRAF 01

SCB

TR_Data
_EO_1
TR_Data
_EO_3
TR_Scen
_10

Burn scars based on
Sentinel-2 and hot
spot detection based
on MODIS data
Download
of
products and
metadata

EO
their

TR_UI_1
3
14.

15.

Copernicus EO services

07/22/2012
22:00

Publication
of
RAF
document.
(Recommendations for
forest-fire operations)

TR_Data
_Ex_01
GRAF 01

SCB

Present
the
information as map
layers

TR_Scen
_9

20120723_cos_av
is_diari

TR_Scen
_10

6.8 Solutions
HEIMDALL integrated system Release A. See D2.1 [3]
Table 6-2: Detailed specification for story FIRE-1

Stage
key point
(SKP)
1.

Technical components

User interactions

…

…

2.

UI, SP, Fire simulator

By using HEIMDALL UI

3.

UI, SP, Scenario management

By using HEIMDALL UI the
participant creates a “simulated”
scenario for the fire hazard event

4.

UI, SP, UeRM

By using HEIMDALL UI, successful
user login

5.

UI, SP, UeRM

By using HEIMDALL UI, successful
user login

6.

UI, SP, UeRM

By using HEIMDALL UI, successful
user login

7.

SP

Getting weather information

8.

SP

Getting weather information

9.

UI, SP, Scenario Management

By using the HEIMDALL UI the
participant updates the scenario
with …

UI, SP, UeRM

By using HEIMDALL UI, successful

10.
11.
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user login

12.
13.
14.
15.

UI, SP, Scenario Management

By using HEIMDALL UI the
participant associates the EO
Product to the ongoing scenario

16.

UI, SP

Get EO products stored in the SP

17.
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7 Preparation Phase of exercise FIRE-2 (Release A)
Response phase
This section contains the prepared materials for exercise FIRE-2.

7.1 Exercise Setup
The functionalities implemented for Release A will be presented and evaluated in an
interactive exercise by use of the HEIMDALL system modules.
Context
Participants: HEIMDALL consortium and advisory board
What: Demonstration 1 of HEIMDALL project
Why: Test and evaluate Release A functionalities by end user partners
Host: Hosted by SFRS at their headquarters in Glasgow
Exercise type
The exercise will be conducted as a functional exercise allowing participants to perform their
duties in a simulated operational environment. Activities for a functional exercise are
scenario-driven, such as the failure of a critical business function or a specific hazard
scenario. Functional exercises are designed to exercise specific team members, procedures
and resources (e.g. communications, warning, notifications and equipment set-up).
Exercise Organization
See 6.1 Exercise Setup of FIRE-1 exercise
The locations of SKP for this exercise FIRE-2, were classified as follows:




On-Field
o

ON-FIELD: Operations on field

o

FCP: Forward Command Post (Fire and Rescue Service)

o

PT: Incident Access Point

o

PS: Police Station

Command & Control
o

112: 112 National Alarm Centre

o

CRA: Alarm Reception Centre (Local)

o

CCREG: Fire Service Regional Control Room

o

PREG-MME: Police Regional Control Room

o

SCB: Fire Service National Control Room

o

CECAT: National emergency Coordination Centre

Schedule
The schedule results from the selected data collection approaches


Presentation of the story and study questions (15 min)



Each run of the story shall take approximately 30-45 minutes of simulated time,
representing from 3 to 4 hours of operational time.
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Debriefing questionnaire (30 min)

7.2 Gaps in the exercise context
These gaps in crisis response have been identified as relevant for the exercise:


Limited ability of disaster coordinators for assessing the potential affected area and
conditions (flame length, intensity,..) of the ongoing incident.



Limited ability of disaster coordinators for assessing the potential consequences of a
disaster situation on property and people as the situation evolves.



Lack of information from additional external data sources and systems (incident
information, weather information, etc.) to anticipate the evolution of the ongoing
situation.



Shortcomings in the analysis of possible future scenarios of the ongoing situation.



Limitations in the creation of public awareness and communication with field staff

7.3 Exercise Objectives
These mission objectives have been identified for the gaps (see modules to be implemented
in D2.2):


Improve the anticipation of potential affected area and conditions (flame length,
intensity,..) of the ongoing incident.



Improve the assessment of potential consequences of a disaster situation on
property, people, environment, and society’s critical infrastructure functions as the
situation evolves.



Improve availability of information from additional external data sources and systems
(incident information, weather information and forecast) to anticipate the evolution of
the ongoing situation.



Improve the analysis of possible future scenarios of the ongoing situation by the
provision of scenario management functionality.



Increase the means for the creation of public awareness and communication with field
staff.

The exercise objective is:
To assess the effect of solutions on these tasks (anticipation of potential affected area and
conditions, assessment of potential consequences on property, people, environment, and
society’s critical infrastructure functions analysis of possible future scenarios, communication
with field staff) and processes (anticipation of situation evolution, creation of public
awareness) and to identify factors affecting the adoption of the solution.

7.4 Research Questions
For the defined objectives the following research questions have been specified:


How do the Fire Simulator and related UI functionalities facilitate the assessment of
potential affected area and conditions (flame length, intensity,..) of the ongoing
incident?



How do the Fire Simulator, Release A EO products, Exposure products, EObased impact assessment products, ISAS (GOIs at Risk) and related UI
functionalities improve the assessment of potential consequences of a disaster
situation on property and people as the situation evolves?
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How do Release A SP and UI improve the availability of information from additional
external data sources and systems (incident information, weather information and
forecast) to anticipate the evolution of the ongoing situation?



How do the Release A Scenario Management solution and related UI functionalities
facilitate the building of different possible future scenarios of the ongoing situation?



How do the Information Gateway and First Responder App solutions improve the
creation of public awareness and communication with field staff?

7.5 Data Collection Plan


See FIRE-1 6.5 Data Collection Plan.

7.6 Evaluation Approaches and Metrics
The following approaches have been selected for the analysis of the data that will be
collected during the exercise.


See FIRE-1 6.6 Evaluation Approaches and Metrics

7.7 Story
The story FIRE-2 will be developed for the forest fire case study 2 (INT-FRS). The response
phase will be simulated.
Story is based on:


The context of the end-users and the environment in which they operate



The objective of the exercise



Physical drivers – i.e., natural hazards



Incorporation of damage and losses in a possibly realistic way



Flow of response planning / preparedness activities in the end-users reference
workflow



Availability of functionality in the integrated system for Release A supporting the story
(and also in stand-alone tool implementation if necessary to evaluate)

Figure 7-1 outlines the sequential steps of defining the story.
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Figure 7-1: Methodology for defining story FIRE-2

Story type
Response phase to a Fire (FIRE)
Environment
La Jonquera, Spain; based on forest fire case study 2 (INT-FRS). Environment will be taken
from D3.2 (in progress)
Players and roles
Target groups must be selected for the exercises according to:


GRAF 01: Fire Analyst Coordinator



DO: Dispatcher Operators



CRA: Alarm Reception Centre (Local)



FR-PL: Local Police



IC: Incident Commander



FR-MMEE: Autonomic Police Force of Catalonia



FR-B: Fire Service



CRC: Regional Coordination Centre

Location


112: 112 National Alarm Centre



CRA: Alarm Reception Centre (Local)



PS: Police Station



CCREG: Fire Service Regional Control Room



PREG-MME: Police Regional Control Room

19/12/2018
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SCB: Fire Service National Control Room



CECAT: National emergency Coordination Centre



FCP: Forward Command Post (Fire and Rescue Service)



ON-FIELD: Operations on field



PT: Incident Access Point

The scenario will require a commitment of stakeholders (end-users and decision makers)
from different Crisis Management levels (local, regional), such as representatives of regional
police and fire services.
Actions will be taken by these stakeholders in a realistic information environment, based on
currently available means, Crisis Management plans, rescue procedures and good practices
of participants. Solution providers are asked to support the actors in their mission to respond
to the story.
Story Description
The story represents the response phase to mitigate the effects of La Jonquera fire, which
burned 12898ha in 2012. The fire started the 22nd of July at 12:54 PM, reported in the 112
call centre as “burning vegetation and herbs” after 500 meters of “El Perthus” southerly
direction highway. The forest fire was controlled the 27th of July at 7:48 AM and officially
extinguished the 30th of July at 7:56AM. La Jonquera fire affected 17 municipalities, and
threatened 100.000 potential people.
The 112 Control Room received 1.083 alarm calls, there were 32 interviews carried out by
the INT-FRS with journalists. INT-FRS generated 118 tweets on Twitter social media.
La Jonquera fire burned an area with high flux of population during holiday season, affecting
communication infrastructures (AP-7 highway and N-II road), power lines, and threatening
the major touristic node in the north-east of Iberian Peninsula.
There were affectations to vulnerable elements and critical infrastructures, deriving into
economical and human losses that required high amount of resources:


Human casualties: 4 deaths

The DO of regional control room activated the automatic dispatch to the forest fire: 3 firetrucks (BRP) and the helicopter of command. After few minutes, the control room dispatched
3 extra fire-trucks and 3 helicopters, as extended fire response. Due to high risk and intensity
of fire stated by the resources in place the IC requested the activation of special forest-fire
units (GRAF) under the coordination of GRAF01. Several assessments from where
requested by different authorities (IC, CECAT, etc.)
All resources deployed during La Jonquera Fire can be found at HEIMDALL Deliverable D3.2
Case Studies – Issue 2 [7]
The extended context of La Jonquera fire can be found in the HEIMDALL D3.2 on Case
Studies – Issue 2
Table 7-1. Summary and time-frame of the two stories
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FIRE-1

FIRE-2

Preparedness

Response

07/16/2012 10:00

Weekly fire hazard report

07/18/2012 17:00

Risk Communication
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07/21/2012 20:00

RAF preparation and publication

07/22/2012 08:00

Control room staff register on
the platform

07/22/2012 09:00

CRC confirms availability of all
resources

07/22/2012 12:54

Call received in 112

07/22/2012 12:55

Automatic dispatch of resources

07/22/2012 13:01

First resources on place.

07/22/2012 13:09

Request of weather forecast

07/22/2012 13:37

GRAF 01 demands simulation to
estimate fire extend

07/22/2012 13:57

AP-7 highway and N-II road are
closed, due to fire affectation

07/22/2012 14:14

FCP activation

07/22/2012 14:16

IC demands time of arrival of fire
at La Jonquera

07/22/2012 16:13

IC demands what-if analysis
based on the duration of northwind episode

07/22/2012 22:00

RAF preparation and publication

Storyboards
Storyboards for the defined story stages using implemented functionalities for release A.

User interaction with HEIMDALL
User interaction with HEIMDALL.
No performed in Release A, but relevant information
for Releases B, C and Final Demonstration
No user interaction/action with/from HEIMDALL.
Relevant information to follow the evolution of the
incident.
No user interaction/action with/from HEIMDALL.
Relevant information for Releases B, C and Final
Demonstration

Table 7-2 Storyboard for story FIRE-2
SKP
1.

Time

Key event

07/22/20
12 12:54

Call received
in 112; letter
passed
to
Fire Service.

19/12/2018

Player
DO

Location
112

Id
TR_UI_31
TR_DataFR_1

Brief description

Attached
documents

DEMO/SLIDE

App receives alert
messages sent from
the GUI

D*

TR_DataFR_3
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2.

3.

4.

07/22/20
12 12:54

07/22/20
12 12:54

07/22/20
12 12:55

D3.5

Forest
fire
warning.
After
500
meters of "El
Perthus", it
burns
vegetation
and herbs.
Southerly
direction
highway.

TR_Scen_1
TR_Scen_2
TR_Scen_3
TR_Scen_8

Call
from
CRA to the
Head of the
Local Order
Group:
information
and call of
the
Municipal
Emergency
Committee
at
CECOPAL

CRA

Police
monitoring of
the situation
and
information.

FRMMEE;

PREGMMEE;

FR-LP

PS

FR-PL

CRA
(Alarm
centre)

TR_UI_31
TR_DataFR_1

D*

App receives alert
messages

TR_DataFR_3
S

TR_UI_4

CECAT
Communiqués (alert
messages)
State of the road
network (risk)

Road Network
layer
Vulnerable
elements layer

Map
layer
with
GOIs
georeferenced

Surveillance
of
special
risk areas

D*

Map layers with
vulnerable elements
georeferenced

Connect to
and have the
Rescue
Network
(RESCAT).

Map layers with
priority action points
georeferenced

5.

07/22/20
12 12:55

The DO of
regional
control room
(CCREG)
activates the
automatic
dispatch to
the
forest
fire: 3(BRP)
(Fire truck),
a helicopter
and
a
command
helicopter.

DO

CCREG

6.

07/22/20
12 12:55

IC receives
first
automatic
report from
HEIMDALL
platform

IC

CCREG

7.

07/22/20
12 12:55

CCREG
Activate the

DO

CCREG

19/12/2018

“Real” scenario for
incident is created

HEIMDALL
report
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extended
dispatch of
resources.
3 more BRP
(Fire Truck),
and 2 more
helicopter
8.

Local police
arrive at the
incident.
Confirms the
address (AP7 PK 779)

FR-PL

Arrival of the
first
resource.
Confirms
forest fire

FR-B

DO
of
CCREG
Geolocate
the first fire
truck

DO

DO
of
CCREG
Creates the
track to the
first
PEV
(Vehicle
Location
Point).

DO

DO
of
CCREG
sends
the
waypoint of
first fire truck
to
field
command
staff.

DO

13. 07/22/20
12 13:05

The Incident
Commander
from
to
Fornells
says that the
smoke
column
is
important. IC
asks
to
extend the
output

IC

ON-FIELD

14. 07/22/20
12 13:09

The
fire
analyst
(GRAF 01)
Requests
METEOCAT
for weather
forecast for
the
"La
Jonquera"
area,
and

GRAF
01

SCB

9.

07/22/20
12 12:59

07/22/20
12 13:01

10. 07/22/20
12 13:03

11. 07/22/20
12 13:03

12. 07/22/20
12 13:04

19/12/2018

ON-FIELD

ON-FIELD

CCREG

CCREG

TR_DataFR_5

TR_DataFR_5

TR_DataFR_5

TR_DataFR_5

Track and display
the location of first
responders

WP

Track and display
the location of first
responders

WP

Track and display
the location of first
responders

WP

Track and display
the location of first
responders

TRK

First_Respond
er_Location
Layer

D*

First_Respond
er_Location
Layer

S*

S*

S

CCREG

TR_DataFR_5

Track and display
the location of first
responders

TRK

The CCRGE send
the geolocated point
(waypoint) created
in the step 10 to
field
command
mobile app

TR_DataEx_0
4
TR_DataEx_0
5

Integrate
múltiple
heterogeneus data
sources
using
proprietary
interfaces

D*

weather data
Cabanes
weather
station.xls

D*

TR_Scen_3
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data
from
nearest
weather
stations.
GRAF01
modify
the
scenario with
weather data
15. 07/22/20
12 13:10

Notify
and
inform
the
affected
population,
in particular,
the
especially
vulnerable
elements

FR-PL

16. 07/22/20
12 13:18

DO
of
CCREG
Requests
French
Canadair
Aircraft

DO

17. 07/22/20
12 13:18

The
fire
reaches the
south exit of
"El Perthus"
tunnel.

18. 07/22/20
12 13:30

19. 07/22/20
12 13:32

Transit Point
(PT)
established
at AP-7 PK
778

CRA

TR_DataFR_3
TR_Com_2
TR_Com_3

Predefined
established
messages
citizens

and
direct
to

Vulnerable_El
ements Layer

D*

TR_UI_31

CCREG

TR_DataEx_0
1

Present
the
information as map
layers

Vulnerable_ele
ments Layer
D*

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps
DO

PC

The
fire
reaches N-II
road

TR_DataFR_5

TR_DataEx_0
1

Track and display
the location of first
responders

WP

Present
the
information as map
layers

Road Network
Layer

Road Network
Layer

S*

S

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps
20. 07/22/20
12 13:37

GRAF
GI:
The fire has
jumped the
N-II road

FR-B

ON-FIELD

21. 07/22/20
12 13:37

GRAF
01
demands at
METEOCAT
weather
station data
from
"la
Jonquera"

GRAF
01

SCB

GRAF01
asks for a
simulation
and
an
estimate of
fire
behaviour

GRAF
01

22. 07/22/20
12 13:37

19/12/2018

Road Network
Layer

TR_Data_Ex_
04
TR_Data_Ex_
05

SCB

Meteorological
information
from
weather services

Cabanes
weather
station.xls

Hydrological
information
from
available services

TR_FFS_1

Fire perimeter

TR_FFS_3
TR_FFS_4

Minimum
Travel
Time (MTT) Fire
Paths

TR_FFS_5

Rate

of

D*

D*

Spread
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evolution

TR_FFS_7

(ROS)

TR_Scen_10

Out of suppression
capacity

TR_UI_8
TR_UI_9
23. 07/22/20
12 13:42

IC: the air
resources
cannot work
due to too
much wind

IC

ON-FIELD

24. 07/22/20
12 13:46

The
police
(MMEE)
report
that
they've cut
off the N-II
road
at
Capmany's
level, at this
point:

FRMMEE

ON-FIELD

25.





26. 07/22/20
12 13:49

FRMMEE

TR_DataFR_5

ON-FIELD

TR_DataEx_0
1
TR_Scen_3

42º
21’
25,
12’’
N

TR_SP_04

Integrate
multiple
heterogeneous data
sources
using
proprietary
interfaces

Road Network
Layer

Present
the
information as map
layers

Road Network
Layer

D*

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps

S

2º5
4’1
2,0
1’’E

FERROCAT
(Catalonia's
railway
emergency
plan) on alert
level for the
train stopped
at “Figueres”
train station:


42º
17’
59,
87’’
N



2º5
5’4
1,9
0’’E

DO

CECAT

TR_DataEx_?
?
TR_SP_07

27. 07/22/20
12 13:53

CECAT
(Operational
Coordination
Centre
of
Catalonia) is
asked
to
activate
French
firefighters.

DO

CECAT

28. 07/22/20
12 13:57

The heavy
machinery of
Cassà
is
activated.

DO

SCB

29. 07/22/20
12 13:57

The
AP-7
highway and

19/12/2018

TR_SP_03

TR_SP_03

Integrate
multiple
heterogeneous data
sources
using
proprietary
interfaces

Railway
Network Layer

Integrate
multiple
heterogeneous data

Road Network
Layer

S
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the
N-II
roads
are
closed..
30. 07/22/20
12 13:58

31. 07/22/20
12 13:58

32. 07/22/20
12 14:06

33.

sources
proprietary
interfaces

DO
of
CCREG
filters
the
information
of
the
railway
network
in
the
cartography.

DO

DO
of
CCREG
visualize the
information
of
the
railway
network
in
the
cartography.

DO

The
police
(MMEE) cut
off the N-II
road and the
AP-7 road to
the
north,
and they've
been talking
to
the
French
police
(GENDARM
ERIE) about
cutting
the
AP-7
highway to
the south.

FRMMEE

CCREG

TR_UI_4

using

Filter
information,
map layers, settings

Railway
Network Layer

S

CCREG

TR_UI_5

Show information in
a map.

Railway
Network Layer

D*

FRMMEE

ON-FIELD

ON-FIELD

TR_SP_03

TR_DataEx_0
1

Integrate
multiple
heterogeneous data
sources
using
proprietary
interfaces
resent
the
information as map
layers

S*

Road Network
Layer

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps

The
AP-7
was cut at:

34. 07/22/20
12 14:06

35. 07/22/20
12 14:14



42º
23’
40,
28’’
N



2º5
6’1
6,7
3’’E

CECAT
activates
PROCICAT
(Catalonia's
national
emergency
plan)

DO

Activation
FCP of Fire
Service.
A
new Control
position
is
activated.

DO

19/12/2018

CECAT

SCB

TR_SP_03

TR_UI_1

Integrate
multiple
heterogeneous data
sources
using
proprietary
interfaces

S

Single sign on/off

TR_UeRM_02
D*
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36. 07/22/20
12 14:16

IC
communicat
es that the
houses next
to the forest
in
"La
Jonquera"
will
be
evacuated

IC

ON-FIELD

37. 07/22/20
12 14:16

IC asks for
an
evaluation of
the time of
arrival of the
fire in "La
Jonquera"

IC

ON-FIELD

TR_FFS_1

Time of Arrival

TR_FFS_3
TR_FFS_4
TR_FFS_5

D*

TR_FFS_7
TR_Scen_10
TR_UI_8

38. 07/22/20
12 14:32

39. 07/22/20
12 14:32

40. 07/22/20
12 14:37

41. 07/22/20
12 14:37

CECAT
informs that
INFOCAT
(Catalonia's
forest
fire
emergency
plan) is set
at
ALERT
level.

DO

CECAT
informs that
PROCICAT
(Catalonia's
national
emergency
plan) is set
at
ALERT
level.

DO

The flames
has reached
La Jonquera
town.

FR-B

IC asks for
an
assessment
of
the
intensity of
the fire

IC

CECAT

CECAT

ON-FIELD

TR_SP_03

TR_SP_03

TR_DataEx_0
1
TR_Scen_3

Integrate
multiple
heterogeneous data
sources
using
proprietary
interfaces

S*

Integrate
multiple
heterogeneous data
sources
using
proprietary
interfaces

S

Present
the
information as map
layers

S*

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps
ON-FIELD

TR_FFS_1

Flame length

TR_FFS_3

Fire intensity

TR_FFS_4
TR_FFS_5

D*

TR_FFS_7
TR_Scen_10
TR_UI_8
42. 07/22/20
12 14:37

CECAT
reports that
the road GI602 between
St. Climent
Sesseves
and
Cantallops

19/12/2018

DO

CECAT
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has been cut
towards
north.
43. 07/22/20
12 14:57

CECAT asks
about what
municipalitie
s could be
affected

DO

CECAT

TR_FFS_3

45.

The Forward
Command
Post (FCP)
is located in
the Figueres
fire station

Estimated
perimeter

Fire

TR_FFS_4
TR_FFS_5

Remote
Sanitary
Assistance
asks
for
information
to be prealerted.
44. 07/22/20
12 15:03

TR_FFS_1

D*

TR_FFS_7
TR_Scen_10
TR_UI_8

DO

FCP

TR_UeRM_02

Authentication

DO

FCP

TR_UeRM_03

Access control
Support
of
connection
to
existent
LDAP,
Active Directory etc.
Servers

46.

DO

FCP

TR_UeRM_11

Support
multiple
users
operating
simultaneously

47.

DO

FCP

TR_SP_06

Integrate
multiple
heterogeneous data
sources
using
standard interfaces

48.

DO

FCP

TR_SP_07

Integrate
multiple
heterogeneous data
sources
using
proprietary
interfaces

49.

DO

FCP

TR_SP_13

Facilitate
the
Exchange
of
information
with
existing operational
tools

Local police
reports that
there are two
farms
burning
at
Prat
de
Malaguarda i
Pujada
de
Caramanxel.

FR-PL

ON-FIELD

TR_DataEx_0
1

Present
the
information as map
layers

DO
of
CCREG
calls
on
CECAT
to
activate the
UME
(military
emergency
unit)

DO

50. 07/22/20
12 15:04

51. 07/22/20
12 15:07

19/12/2018

TR_Scen_3

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps

S

CCREG
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52. 07/22/20
12 15:15

53. 07/22/20
12 15:16

54. 07/22/20
12 15:16

D3.5

The fire has
reached the
Canadal
Neighborhoo
d

FR-B

IC
Communicat
es that it is
necessary to
evacuate the
summer
camp house
in
La
Jonquera

IC

IC asks for
the
evaluation of
the time of
arrival of the
fire at the
summer
camp house

IC

ON-FIELD

TR_DataEx_0
1
TR_Scen_3

Present
the
information as map
layers

Vulnerable_ele
ments Layer
S

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps
ON-FIELD

TR_DataFR_3

Vulnerable_ele
ments Layer

TR_Com_3

D*

ON-FIELD

TR_FFS_1

Time of Arrival

TR_FFS_3

Shape.
Grid.

TR_FFS_4
TR_FFS_5

S*

TR_FFS_7
TR_Scen_10
TR_UI_8

55. 07/22/20
12 15:23

56. 07/22/20
12 15:27

57. 07/22/20
12 15:27

PT says that:
In St. Pere
de
l'Arca
Street,
44
there
are
cars
and
houses
burning.

DO

A group of
trucks from
REMN and
French fire
brigades
headed
to
Cantallops to
protect and
evacuate.

FR-B

IC asks for
the
evaluation of
the time of
arrival of the
fire
at
Cantallops

IC

PT

TR_DataEx_0
1

Present
the
information as map
layers

First_Respond
er_Location
Layer
S

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps

ON-FIELD

TR_DataEx_0
1

resent
the
information as map
layers

First_Respond
er_Location
Layer

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps

ON-FIELD

TR_FFS_1
TR_FFS_3

Time of Arrival

S

Shape.
Grid.

TR_FFS_4
TR_FFS_5

S*

TR_FFS_7
TR_Scen_10
TR_UI_8
TR_UI_9

58. 07/22/20
12 15:47

An
injured
person with
burns
has
been
evacuated to
the Hospital
de
la

19/12/2018

FR-B

ON-FIELD
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Jonquera
59. 07/22/20
12 15:47

A
person
has
been
treated
for
smoke
inhalation in
La Jonquera

FR-B

ON-FIELD

60. 07/22/20
12 16:00

The fire has
crossed the
GI-601 road
to the south.

FR-B

ON-FIELD

CRC
asks
for
an
assessment
of actual and
potential
damages.
Also
an
assessment
of
the
strategic
infrastructure
s that might
be affected.

CRC

SCB

TR_Risk_04

Human exposure.
ISA
information
which
describes
people at risk

CRC

SCB

TR_SA_1

GOIs at Risk. ISA
information for GOIs
at risk

2.24.30 (Fire
truck) goes
to
the
service
station
to
protect
trucks with
hazardous
goods

FR-B

CECAT asks
if the fire can
reach
the
town
of
Roses

DO

61. 07/22/20
12 16:00

62.

63. 07/22/20
12 16:05

64. 07/22/20
12 16:13

TR_DataEx_0
1
TR_Scen_3

TR_SA_3

ON-FIELD

Present
the
information as map
layers

First_Respond
er_Location
Layer

Georeferenced
base layer for the
maps

Road Network
Layer

TR_DataFR_5

S

First_Respond
er_Location
Laye
S

CECAT

TR_FFS_1
TR_FFS_3

Estimated
perimeter

Fire

TR_FFS_4
TR_FFS_5

S

TR_FFS_7
TR_Scen_10
TR_UI_8
TR_UI_9
65. 07/22/20
12 16:13

IC demands
different
assessments
on
future
evolving of
fire
propagation
(next
6h),
depending
on
the
duration of
north-wind
episode
to
asses
possible
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IC

FCP

TR_Scen_1
TR_Scen_2

Creation of different
“simulated”
scenarios

TR_Scen_3
TR_Scen_4
TR_Scen_8

D*

TR_UI_8
TR_UI_9
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affectations
to vulnerable
assets.
66. 07/22/20
12 16:13

67. 07/22/20
12 16:13

68. 07/22/20
12 16:24

69. 07/22/20
12 16:25

70. 07/22/20
12 16:26

71. 07/22/20
12 16:38

CRC
asks
CECAT
to
upgrade the
INFOCAT
Plan at e
EMERGENC
Y
phase,
and requests
to shelter-in
the
population
of Agullana,
La Jonquera
and
Capmany

CRC

CECAT
informs that
they are also
going
to
shelter-in the
population of
St. Climent
Sesseves
and
Maserach

DO

CRC sends
a helicopter
with rescue
team
and
medical
resources to
a
person
with severe
burns on the
GI-501 road.
There's
a
police patrol
attending to
the injured
people.

CRC

Police
cut
the GI-500
road
to
Agullana

FRMMEE

CCREG
sends a
truck to
AP-7 pk
because
there
people
trapped
the fire.

FR-B

TR_Com_1

Alerting service

TR_Com_2

CAP message

TR_Com_3
TR_Com_11
TR_Com_12

CECAT

D*

TR_Com_1

Alerting service

TR_Com_2

CAP message

TR_Com_3
S*

TR_Com_11
TR_Com_12

SCB

TR_DataFR_5

First_Respond
er_Location
Layer
Road Network
Layer
S*

ON-FIELD

First_Respond
er_Location
Layer

S

Road Network
Layer
ON-FIELD

fire
the
770

TR_DataFR_5

First_Respond
er_Location
Layer
S

are
in

Police
(MMEE)
report
one
Z6 (person
dead)
and
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one
Z5
(seriously
injured).
72. 07/22/20
12 16:45

73. 07/22/20
12 16:45

Police
(MMEE)
report
that
74 children,
17 monitors
and 2 cooks
have been
evacuated
from a camp
house to the
St. Climent
military
base.

FRMMEE

The control
operator
locates the
summer
camp house
on the map.

DO

ON-FIELD

First_Respond
er_Location
Layer

S*

CCREG

TR_SP_01

Database to Store
GIS Data

Vulnerable_ele
ments Layer

Georeferenced data
storage

S*

GIS Data base

7.8 Solutions
HEIMDALL integrated system Release A. See D2.1 [3]
For each of the defined storyboards a detailed specification of technical components, user
interactions, etc. needed (e.g. Stage 1, step 2: by using UI at station); Detailed specification
of technical components and user interactions needed on stage 1 and 2:
Table 7-3: Detailed specification of technical components and user interactions for story FIRE-2
Stage
key
point
(SPK)

Technical components

User interactions

1.

…

…

2.

SP, Scenario Management

The SP automatically creates a
“real” scenario for the fire incident

19.

SP, Scenario Management

Scenario parameters are updated
by SP

25.-28.

UI, SP, Fire
Management

Simulator,

Scenario By using HEIMDALL UI the
participant starts a fire simulation;
Simulation results fire perimeter,
Minimum Travel Time (MTT) Fire
Paths, Rate of Spread (ROS), and
Out of suppression capacity are
displayed in the UI
Simulation results are automatically
associated to scenario by SP

45

UI, SP, Fire
Management

Simulator,

Scenario By using HEIMDALL UI the
participant requests fire simulation.
Simulation results are automatically
associated to scenario by SP
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ISAS
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Participant can see GOIs at Risk
(pre-prepared for exercise) in
standalone ISAS tool
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8 Execution phase of FIRE-1 and FIRE-2 exercises
As shown in Figure 4-2, the execution phase for the demonstration in the End-Users
Workshop 2 is composed by 2 dry runs and the execution of the Exercises FIRE-1 and FIRE2.
Two dry runs were organised along the month before the End-Users Workshop 2.

8.1 Dry Runs 1 & 2
In this Release A, only the technical partners attended the Dry Runs in order to avoid
providing end-users with extra information about the exercise organisation and solutions,
before the exercise run, that it was considered that might create disturbance in the results.

8.1.1 Dry Runs
The minutes of the meeting Dry Run 1 can be found at Annex I. Minutes of the Meeting. Dry
Run 1
The minutes of the meeting Dry Run 2 can be found at Annex II. Minutes of the Meeting. Dry
Run 2

8.2 Exercise Runs
The final run of two exercises FIRE-1 and FIRE-2, was held within the frame of the EndUsers Workshop 2, hosted by the SFRS, in their headquarter premises in Glasgow, on
January the 9th of 2018.


The agenda of the meeting can be found at Annex III. Agenda of End-Users
Workshop 2



The list of attendees can be found at Annex IV. List of attendees of End-Users
Workshop 2.
o

o


HEIMDALL Partners attendees: 36


HEIMDALL Technical partners: 19



HEIMDALL End-users: 17

HEIMDALL Advisory Board members: 4

Photos of the End-Users Workshop 2 can be seen in the following table
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Table 8-1 Photos of End-User Workshop 2
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9 Evaluation phase
This chapter comprises the actions to collect and analyse the feedback from end-users after
the demonstration, as well as the information and data collected by technical partners along
the exercise sessions.

9.1 Data collection
The data collection plan for both exercises, is described in the Chapter 3 of this document.
In this sense, a questionnaire prepared by EKUT and specifically addressed to the project
end-users was prepared in order to assess the fulfilment of user requirements.
In order to answer the Research Questions and gather extra information from direct
discussions among users and technical partners, a specific template was prepared. The
template can be found in the Annex VI. Template for Observations during Release A
Exercises

9.2 Data analysis
A final number of 21 experts (HEIMDALL end-users and Advisory Board members)
answered the questionnaire.

9.2.1 Questionnaire outcomes
The main outcomes of the questionnaires were analysed and summarized by EKUT. The
following three sections contain the main outcomes from the exercises:
Section 1 – Preparedness


High number of NOT APPLICABLE answer due to the lack of interaction with the
system.



Question 15: “Is the user interaction (manual entering of information) as you expect it
to be or should there be any automatized pre-filling of scenario attributes provided by
the system?” The answers were the following:
o

Yes: 5

o

Partially: 4

o

No: 2

o

Not applicable: 3

In addition, one person added that it was yes to the second part of the question related to the
pre-filling (because there was no interaction).
In this case, the concern is that there were two different question in one, and more
importantly, the second part of the question is not well defined.


Question 18: “Would you trust this simulation and rely on it for your decisions?” The
answers were the following:

19/12/2018

o

Yes: 2

o

Partially: 4

o

No: 1

o

Not applicable: 4
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The high number of answers for PARTIALLY shows mixed opinions regarding a tool that has
not been properly tested. It has to be added to the questionnaire for the next releases in
order to have a clearer picture.
Section 2- Response
High number of NOT APPLICABLE answers due to the lack of interaction with the system.
Still, the number is less that for the preparedness case, most likely because the
demonstration of the exercise lasted longer and was interrupted several times for questions
from the audience.
High number of positive answers to the question of whether to be notified every time a user
makes changes and they are not saved.


Question 36: “Is it usable for you to create an “ongoing” response scenario for every
incident or would you prefer to collect all simultaneous incidents under one single
scenario?” The answers were the following:
o

Yes: 5

o

Partially: 1

o

No: 2

o

Not applicable: 2

This is an issue that has not been solved: what are the differences between incident and
scenario? How are these differences impacting the way the data is shown? One of the
answers from the open questions clearly states this: “Regarding the idea between scenario
and incident
O Scenario involves a territory, a weather and climate background. In the context of
wildfire, the scenario will include a drought condition, a severity context prior to the
wildfire.
O Wildfire analysts in Spain are in charge of risk assessment monitoring wildfire
severity. Within this, a weather event will define the scenario.
O In each scenario you may have an incident, none or several of them
O Territory
o

o

Scenario 1


Incident 1



Incident 2

Scenario 2”




Etc.

Question 37: “Is the user interaction (manual entering of information) as you expect it
to be or should there be any automatized pre-filling of scenario attributes provided by
the system?” The answers were the following:
o

Yes: 4

o

Partially: 1

o

No: 3

o

Not applicable: 2

Repeating question 15 in the Preparedness section, there were two different question in one,
and more importantly, the second part of the question is not well defined.


Question 40: “Would you trust this simulation and rely on it for your decisions?”
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Yes: 3

o

Partially: 10
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In line with our results from the focus groups, the simulations are another input for end-users
but not the defining one in during an emergency.


In addition, among the open questions there were answers related to the alert system
introduced during the workshop. They were the following:
o

Selecting the proper “audience” that receives the “actions” is critical, thus
sending a unique action to a whole community (ex. evacuation) may course a
problem bigger than the hazard itself.

o

The alert tool needs to be fully controlled by local authority: users profile, type
of message…

Section 3- General user requirements


In line with our results from the interviews, there is a proposal to add interactive
whiteboards as an option for accessing HEIMDALL



Question 55: “Shall the user profile be associated to a set of predefined permissions,
data and/or information based on the role assigned?” has 10 positive answers,
however, question 56: “Shall the user have access only to available information of the
system based on their user profile and settings?” has 3 negative answers, signalling
to some extent an inconsistency with the previous question that is, however, in line
with the mixed results from the interviews. A middle-ground option allowing for
flexibility should be achieved.



Question 57: “Shall the user be able to filter and adjust the available data in the
graphical user interface according to personal/task-related needs?” has 10 positive
answers, again, signalling an inconsistency with question 56 and repeating the mixed
results from the interviews.



Data quality (i.e. validated data vs. data from public) is mentioned as one of the
parameters in question 58 “Which of these parameters should be configurable for
each user profile”. However, the public is not able to interact with HEIMDALL as such,
as all the data that is integrated in the system either comes from end-users sources
or VOST, which assures the veracity of the data.

In this case, the concern is that the question is misleading and pointing towards one of the
issues raised during the Review Meeting, the public will not have access to the platform
through a dedicated app, therefore instead of data quality naming the source would suffice.
In addition, the processing tools of the raw data can include some kind of margin of error to
indicate the accuracy of the results.


Question 59: “Who should classify the user profiles according to roles and/or key
phases of decision making?”

The comments include “a commission”, “each institution”, “the system administration from
each institution”.
There were two different questions in one and the answers highlight the difficulties of finding
a common ground. Is this a question for lower-ranking end-users or for the higher-ranks?


Question 72 and 73: “Which user shall be able to create and store scenarios?” and
“Which user shall be able to delete scenarios?” were open questions which provided
with answers aiming at a concrete profile, although didn’t clearly identify one. In
addition, answers indicated that if the profiles are too restricted, it could slow down
the work.



Question 74: “Shall the users be able to access and edit scenarios?” The answers
were the following:
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Yes: 3

o

No: 1

o

Don’t know: 2
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The comments include “not everybody”, “saving only with approval from responsible person”
and “not sure who the users are”. Again, a concrete profile seems to be the answer but if it is
too restricted it could slow down the work.


Question 74: “Which of these scenarios' parameters should be manually configured
and modified?” included the following answer “the key for me is who does it and
when. Manually doesn´t mean that all info that may be incorporated automatically
won´t be. Manually means that should be received and manually changed if needed.”
Therefore, a not well-defined question could have misled the answers.



Question 76 and 77: “Which user shall be able to create, and store lessons learnt?”
and “Which user shall be able to delete lessons learnt?” had a variety of answers
pointing out that currently there is no profile responsible for this task.



In addition, question 78 asking about the data that should be stored in a lesson learnt
provided answers highlighting the need for standardised and normalised data to avoid
too much information, which includes a pre-defined text for the impacts and the
lesson learnt as such.



Question 79 and 80 were about the simulators: “Shall the parameters of the
simulators’ algorithms be explicitly mentioned in the module?” and “Shall the
parameters be manually modified?” The answers were the following for question 79:
o

Yes: 3

o

No: 6

o

Don’t know: 2

o

Including a comment about stating them in the Help documentation

And the answers for question 80 were the following:
o

Yes: 4

o

No: 2

o

Don’t know: 5

o

Including a comment about only specific profiles and qualified people

These answers are connected to the question 18 asking about trust in simulations. In that
case the majority was for partially. Contrary to our insistence on transparency on these
parameters, the answers are for no clarification, which might imply a contradiction with
answers to question 18. However, end-users in the consortium have insisted on this
transparency. From EKUT’s perspective and based on our expertise, the value of
transparency in decision-making is a key element to enhance trust in the system. Therefore,
simulations’ parameters should be mentioned and manually modified.




Question 85: “Shall the user receive proposals for actions to be taken according to
the actions specified in the pre-defined response plans?” The answers were the
following:
o

Yes: 10

o

Don’t know: 1

o

Including one comment that says only as proposals

Question 86: “Shall the user receive proposals of actions to be taken based on
performed actions in similar scenarios?” The answers were the following:
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Yes: 9

o

Don’t know: 1

o

Including comments such as only as proposals and what about ethics?
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Will end-users be able to distinguish proposals from actions to be taken during an
emergency? Again, based on our expertise, a way should be found to distinguish actions
specified in pre-defined response plans and actions taken in similar scenarios to avoid
(negatively) influencing decisions.


Questions 87, 88, and 89 were about sharing data: “Which user shall be able to use
the system to share information with authorities from neighbouring countries?”,
“Which user shall be able to share all data or specific data sets with other
authorities?” and “Which user shall be able to share data with the public?”. There was
only one answer per question and was Don’t know, the rest were comments such as
based on agreements between countries for question 87, qualified people for 88, and
communication team or qualified profile to share data with the public.

Sharing data was a topic also discussed during the last project meeting. In that context it was
explained that legal specific procedures to share data among countries or with other
authorities exist, and that sharing data in most cases require the agreement of local/national
politicians.
During the meeting it was also explained that sharing data with the public was stated as a
responsibility of the communication team of each organisation.

9.3 Expert interviews
Three interviews were performed with experts from HEIMDALL pool of experts and users:
one from SRFS, INT and one member from the HEIMDALL AB. The outcomes of the
interviews are included in the Research Questions answers (see next section), and will serve
to prepare dissemination material (YouTube videos)

9.4 Answering research questions
The Research Questions, described in the Chapter 6.4 & 7.4, were answered in the template
that can be found in the Annex VI. Template for Observations during Release A Exercises

9.4.1 Research questions answers
FIRE-1 Exercise (Preparedness Phase)

Research questions:


How do the Fire Simulator and related UI functionalities facilitate the assessment of
potential affected area and conditions (flame length, intensity,..) at morning
meetings?



How do Release A SP and UI improve the availability of information from additional
external data sources and systems to anticipate future scenarios?



How do the Release A Scenario Management solution and related UI functionalities
facilitate the building of different possible future scenarios to a potential situation?
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How does the Information Gateway solution improve the creation of public
awareness and communication with field staff?

Observations:
Information (is it relevant and complete?)
Scenario/Incident Management/Simulations






Andalusia wild fire risk assessment: Scenario!=Incident; For my daily assessment I
look at the situation in a huge territory, e.g. East side of the Mediterranean area;
That situation including weather conditions, drought, etc. is my scenario; then, I can
have multiple incidents (real fires happening) with totally different GOIs/response,
which all relate to this scenario (1 scenario n incidents); these incidents shall inherit
the same information defined for the scenario (so incident=scenario information)
(Moni: we need multiple hazard locations resp. multi-polygon geometry type),
Moni: but what about different simulations? What about two fire incidents with
overlapping fire perimeters? E.g. affecting common GOIs? Andalusia: Not
happening in wildfire cases: there’s only one fire with different fire sections (Moni:
covered by one simulation)
Some have huge scenario areas (Andalusia), some just small (FBBR) (Jordi: Can
the scale of scenario be customized?)

Risk Assessment:


Risk areas needed (Alex: GOIs)

Usability of UI (is it intuitive and complete?)
First Responders:



What is first responders tab?
Why do you need to press a button? We already have track devices in the field, so it
shouldn’t be necessary to push a button to get information on field responders (Alex:
we’re going to interface Resource Management so this information will be provided
automatically)

Tools (Fire Simulation/Scenario Management/Information Gateway)
Simulation:



Are the models scientifically evaluated, standards, etc.
How does the simulator identify the different types of fuels (Alex: pre-defined data
sets); but these fuels change from year to year; we do a lot of pre-burning; forests
are cut down; EO seems to be the right answer (Alex: Copernicus? How to feed new
land cover information into the simulator)(Miguel: fuel map from the end user, from
GRAF Catalunya; you need to integrate new maps each time); SFRS: Forestry
institute don’t have the resources to constantly update these maps

Scenario Management:




Good to be able to store different hypothesis
Currently we get all the information from different places; good to have all
information in one place, e.g. debrief documents
Multiple incidents within a scenario needed
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e.g. If there are multiple incidents relating to the same scenario, the incidents
should take information fed to the scenario

Scenario matching:





Andalusia: Only useful and possible for meteorological conditions in order to know
the number of fires and intensities happened; Very difficult for scenarios which are
20 years old since completely different vegetation, response technologies,
population, etc.;
You can only compare large-scale scenarios with large-scale scenarios and incident
with incidents;
But comparison of incidents in order to derive measures useful for the situation at
hand doesn’t make sense; (=> Matching based on conditions only, maximum based
on hazard information; not on exposure, etc.)

Misunderstandings and Errors



Alerts: not a weather alert? (SFRS)
Don’t need to change our operational plans (Alex: this is not to change your plans)

Other




Should be „Preparing“ phase not „Preparedness“ Phase
Jordi clarified that HEIMDALL system doesn‘t replace existing systems that the
institutions use to generate their reports today
One face-to-face dry run before the demo it is not enough.



Being sure that users have certain level of knowledge about HEIMDALL
functionalities before coming to the demo, mentioned by members of the AB.



Demonstration / exercise always with user interaction, as far as possible. It was
expressed that users felt like “tourists”. They found more valuable the discussion



Users demanded to have more iteration of “product previews” before coming to the
demo.

FIRE-2 Exercise (Response Phase)

Research questions:


How do the Fire Simulator and related UI functionalities facilitate the assessment of
potential affected area and conditions (flame length, intensity,..) of the ongoing
incident?



How do the Fire Simulator, Release A EO products, Exposure products, EObased impact assessment products, ISAS (GOIs at Risk) and related UI
functionalities improve the assessment of potential consequences of a disaster
situation on property and people as the situation evolves?



How do Release A SP and UI improve the availability of information from additional
external data sources and systems (incident information, weather information and
forecast) to anticipate the evolution of the ongoing situation?



How do the Release A Scenario Management solution and related UI functionalities
facilitate the building of different possible future scenarios of the ongoing situation?
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How do the Information Gateway and First Responder App solutions improve the
creation of public awareness and communication with field staff?

Observations:
Information (is it relevant and complete?)



What’s scenario credibility? Jordi: Validated weather data or not
Do you display only roads, or also those that are affected? (Will be integrated in
later releases)

Alerts to population in danger?




Pre-defined messages for alerting rather than manual entries like now would be
preferred
Possibility to have sub-categories within ‘Private’ => DLR to check the CAP
standards
Alerts are sensitive so what measures are in place to cross-check the messages? Is
there someone authorizing this before the message is dispatched?
o Alex: this will be dealt with the user role management features to be
implemented in the later releases
o Alerts send need to be focused; at the moment it selects the whole county
but these sensitive messages should be limited to the actual population that
will be affected (a small area, set of buildings, etc.)
o Andalusia suggested that before sending a message to population, a
validation from I.C. (or other responsible) should be needed

Simulator




‘Moisture Type’ in fire simulator  needs explanation (e.g. tool-tip or something
similar explaining what it is for/ what is expected as an input)
How is the information like fire breaks captured? Will the simulation adjust
accordingly based on such decisions taken by the field personnel during an
operation?
As far as possible, to integrate weather data from crews on the field would increase
the credibility of the simulation (lee winds, etc.),

Tracking



Resource/asset tracking feature (from GUI perspective for the Command centre
operator) is important
Also, Field personnel should be able to send in something like ‘I’m here’ (a button
sending the location information to the control centre).

Usability of UI (is it intuitive and complete?)






Chat is only text
Can we draw asset locations in the map?
That’s necessary to be able to track resources; if the system doesn’t provide the
same capacity as our resource management system (Alex: we do not want to
rebuild your existing systems; we want to just display resource locations from these
systems; so we do not want to allow resource management in the HEIMDALL
system
But drawing resource positions for planning is a different functionality (Benni: which
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can be considered by HEIMDALL)



Credibility in New Scenario -> not clear what this is for
o suggestion also from the previous day to add a tool-tip explaining what it
stands for and the range of value.
A button to get a Screenshot of the GUI (rather than doing it manually as it is now)

Tools (Fire Simulation/Scenario Management/Information Gateway, First
Responder App)
Alerting:















How we can choose the sender/channels, send alert to citizens, will it be possible?
(Benni: Standard can be used by all standard receivers)
Information Management in FBBR: can transfer these alerts through the relevant
channels
Can you take the alert message and change a thing? (Benni: Yes, later you can
modify single fields)
I think it has a lot of options
Even before the incident starts we have pre-defined messages to the population in
danger depending on the hazard level/weather conditions (yellow, orange, red); we
could feed the alert message with these pre-defined messages
When you can choose between private and public, can you also choose which
category of the rescue service it’s intended to address (the audience)? (Benni: CAP:
public/private; Tomaso: According to the standard, if a private scope is selected for
the message distribution, then you can specify which specific addresses the
message should be distributed to.); Can you choose house by house, area by area
to be addressed? Important not to send an area-wide message but many
customized messages on house level (Moni: Areas can be defined for addresses,
polygons, etc.: check)
Who is the sender? Chief Commander – ELSI issue; checking procedure
necessary/possible? (Alex: Approval necessary by supervisor); not a good idea that
a first responder is allowed to send an alert message; (Alex: we have to limit
functionality depending on profile)
ELSI: Alerts to blind citizens? (Moni: CAP Receivers such as radio/television
possible)
Do the citizens need the HEIMDALL app to receive alerts (Moni: No, CAP can be
received by any CAP-consuming app; to be checked if we plan to use any CAP
client app)
Is this the sequence of events (storyboard) you expect to happen using the system?
(Benni: you can perform actions as you need; we are not posing a mode of
operations but provide functionalities for you to perform your usual actions)
ELSI question: What if an incident commander decides something which is wrong?
(Alex: we just provide functionalities, we don’t decide)
Portugal problem: Information didn’t come to the decision maker; every tool that
helps to disseminate information very quickly is good; good: HEIMDALL provides
decision support information and does not restrict decision making

Simulation:



How you will capture measures taken (e.g. fire breaks) in the simulation? (Miguel:
fire breaks will be taken into account in future releases)
Does the simulation take into account GOIs/ e.g. paint factory which increases the
fire?
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Misunderstandings and Errors
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10 Product Previews
The Products that were previewed were presented independently from the integrated
HEIMDALL system release A. The user and AB feedback will be acquired (30 min):


Product 1: ICGC landslide simulator



Product 2: GB SAR for landslide monitoring



Product 3: Risk Assessment



Product 4: EO with focus on flood and landslides (UNISTRA)



Product 5: Drone presentation (DLR)

Product previews were planned similar to exercises using the proposed methodology.
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11 Conclusion
This document provided the specific methodology prepared by DLR-DFD and PCF, that was
used in HEIMDALL to organize the demonstration exercises within the End-Users Workshop
2 (EUW2). Two stories with two storyboards were prepared by INT and PCF to frame the
execution and text of HEIMDALL functionalities for Release A. After receiving internal
feedback from users and partners, some steps and aspects of the methodology (duration of
the exercises, number of attendees, etc.) will be readjusted for the next Release B (April
2019).
Relevant information was gathered in relation to readjust HEIMDALL functionalities, and the
outcomes of the questionnaire are being used to add new User Requirements, that will be
fulfilled along next two releases (B & C). Overall impression was that the lack of interaction
user-system for this first release, but specifically during the first exercise, difficulted the
evaluation from the users side. During the second exercise that was solved by activating
three user stations.
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13 Annex I. Minutes of the Meeting. Dry Run 1

Multi-Hazard Cooperative Management Tool for
Data Exchange, Response Planning and
Scenario Building

Minutes of Meeting
Meeting Subject

Dry-run telco (for EUW2)

Meeting Date

10/09/18

Location

Telco

Invitation and Agenda dated

10/09/18

HEIMDALL [740689]

Subject

Begin

HEIMDALL

17/09/2018 10:05
End
17/09/2018 11:45

Session Chair

Telephone Nr.

Minutes Secretary

Benjamin Barth

+4981532814259

Benjamin Barth

Telephone Nr.

Invitation and Agenda from
Benjamin Barth

Participants
Monika (DLR)

Alexandros (SPH)

Miguel (TSYL)

Benjamin (DLR)

Spyros (SPH)

Ignacio (TSYL)

Tomaso (DLR)

Angel (AVA)

Claudia (ICGC)

Diana (AVA)

Agenda Reminder
1. Intro
2. Dry Run

Discussion
1. Intro
- A brief intro with about the story and demo a setup was given
- The intention of this telco was explained which is to test the steps done during demo
A in an open way to identify open points, bugs and priorities.
2. Dry Run of Story 1
- The steps of the story 1 from IR3.1 were followed and discussed from technical side.
The
document
used
in
the
https://teamsitesextranet.dlr.de/kn/HEIMDALL/Working%20Space/WP%203/Task%203.3/Demo%201
%20Preparation/HEIMDALL_IR3.1.ReleaseA.v0.5.docx.
- Notes per step:
1. Relates to scenario management. Scenario will be created here. Not integrated yet,
API available. High priority.
2. Login was successful
3. Login was successful
4. Login was successful
5. Weather update was done using the GUI. The illustration of the weather was
discussed. It was clarified that the data of the nearest weather station is used, but the
symbol is illustrated were the user clicks on the map. The fields of the weather data
shown have been discussed. Besides that they should be customizable in future
releases it was agreed to how in addition to the current parameters the wind speed.
6. Weather update for t-1 was done using the GUI. It was mentioned that it should be
shown to the user what is the exact timing of the weather data. Furthermore it must
be possible to request data from last night (12 or 9 hour back instead of 24)
7. This corresponds to an update of the scenario object
8. For this a button will be added were the CRC can be check the user roles which are
logged onto the system. It was further discussed to use the XMPP chat tool for this,
since then AFK-user can be determined so that people using the system and not only
having it open will be displayed as online. A new feature request has been created in
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Redmine  https://redmine.space.gr/issues/1144
9. Interface to INT system not done yet. It could be possible to manually register
resources that can then be shown on the map. SP already provides this functionality
(manually registering assets is documented in the corresponding API in the
HEIMDALL Wiki  https://redmine.space.gr/projects/heimdall/wiki/Assets_API). Low
priority. Will be skipped if not able to be implemented in time.
10. No input is expected by the drone system in this release. Sample data could be used,
will be checked by DLR-KN if available. Low priority. Will be skipped if not able to be
implemented in time.
11. Same as 10. It was mentioned that it needs to be clarified were the functionality of
these steps is shown. A dedicated GUI was planned for the control of the swarm to
be implemented by AVA. Possible solutions needs to be discussed  AI- DLR-KNCOS.
12. Sample data of the incident is used here. The selection of the layers weren’t human
friendly. Meta data needs to be added to better address the data sets (DFD will
trigger). The layer was not shown in the GUI but downloaded from the SP.
13. Same as 12.
14. Copernicus EO services are already available at SP but more information is needed
of what is shown and which services to integrate for demo A. All services would
probably not work because of timing issues. DLR-KN will trigger PCF for a
clarification. Low priority. Will be skipped if not able to be implemented in time.
15. It was agreed to skip this step since it the publication is dedicated to information
sharing shown in the next release. Nevertheless it should be checked if the scenario
management would already support attachments of files.
It was discussed how the fire simulator gets its ignition points for dry run 2 and how often the
simulator should be updated. TSYL will contact INT for more information about the incident.
The use of the simulator during the demo should be limited be the time available. Dependent
on this also pictures with simulation results could be shown instead of updating the
simulation again (there should be a benefit of showing the simulator twice).
It was agreed to have a 2 hour slot for dry run 2 because the story has more points.
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14 Annex II. Minutes of the Meeting. Dry Run 2

Multi-Hazard Cooperative Management Tool for
Data Exchange, Response Planning and
Scenario Building

Minutes of Meeting
Meeting Subject

Dry-run telco (for EUW2)

Meeting Date

10/09/18

Location

Telco

Invitation and Agenda dated

10/09/18

HEIMDALL [740689]

Subject

Begin

HEIMDALL

17/09/2018 10:05
End
17/09/2018 11:45

Session Chair

Telephone Nr.

Minutes Secretary

Benjamin Barth

+4981532814259

Benjamin Barth

Telephone Nr.

Invitation and Agenda from
Benjamin Barth

Participants
Monika (DLR)

Alexandros (SPH)

Miguel (TSYL)

Benjamin (DLR)

Spyros (SPH)

Edgar (INT)

Claudia (ICGC)

Angel (AVA)

Stephanie (UNISTRA)

Mariona (PCF)

Agenda Reminder
3. Dry Run

Discussion
1. Dry Run of Story 1
- The steps of the story 2 from IR3.1 were followed and discussed from technical side.
The
document
used
in
the
https://teamsitesextranet.dlr.de/kn/HEIMDALL/Working%20Space/WP%203/Task%203.3/Demo%201
%20Preparation/HEIMDALL_IR3.1.ReleaseA.v0.5.docx.
- Notes per step:
16. No alerting chain implemented  DLR-KN will open a ticket
17. Interface for creating scenario is good. A possibility to add the affected area/location
is missing.
18. To be checked if chat or alerting app
It was discussed with PCF that if a step includes a functionality that was shown
already time can be saved if the step is not repeated again (e.g. sending two alert
messages). PCF will check which steps include a demo and which could be handled
with slides  AI-278 on PCF.
19. In this case, predefined layers are shown in the GUI. It was hard to identify the proper
layer. It was agreed that all layers should be named after the story and step so that
they can be easily identified and selected during the demo.  AI-279 on PCF to
check if all necessary layers are available and assign names. From technical side
selecting and displaying a layer worked.
It was noticed that the story includes many layers to show and 73 steps in the story
so that with 30 minutes for the demo of this story the timing is for sure to tight.  AI280 on PCF to select proper steps and prioritize for the demo so that we fit the 30
timeframe.
20. N/A
21. N/A
22. N/A
23. Sending location per app to the system and displaying it worked. Chat function
worked.
It was discussed whether the real location of the cell phone or a hardcoded location
that fits the story should be displayed. INT mentioned that the later one is preferred
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and will provide the necessary data (lat/long)  AI-281 on INT.
24. See 8
25. See 8
26. See 8
27. It is a new requirement and not implemented, yet.  AI-282 on DLR-KN to add this
new requirement.
28. N/A
29. It was discussed how weather data is added to a scenario (manual or automatic). It
was decided to use a button in the scenario window to automatically update the
weather
data.

DLR-DFD
will
open
a
ticket.
It was mentioned that a scenario should be marked active. Whether this should be
possible for multiple at the same time was postponed to discuss it with end users. It’s
a single scenario active for release A.  DLR-DFD will open a ticket for this.
30. Alert to public, see 1
31. N/A
32. See 4
33. See 8
34. It was discussed that if in the story the fire reaches a point, it should also be shown in
the GUI. A good way to handle this is to have a button to update the currently active
scenario  AI-283 on AVA.
A time handling is currently missing in the scenario since it will be implemented at a
later stage of the project. For the moment a timestamp field needs to be integrated in
the area and condition field. Options are either 3 fixed fields (previous, current and
future) or timestamps. AI-284 on DLR-DFD to coordinate with CIMA
35. See 19
36. The hydrological info needs to be further clarified; it was not clear what should be
shown here.  AI-285 on PCF
37. Most simulation parameters are available but need to be tuned to fit the scenario.
Starting and showing the simulations worked. What was missing is a possibility to
switch between the layers of the simulation results.  TSYL open a ticket for this.
38. N/A
39. Proprietary interfaces are not integrated for now. The way to show them is to provide
them as map layers to SPH, they then can be shown for the demo. See 4
40. See 4
41. N/A
42. N/A
43. N/A
44. See 4
45. See 4
46. See 4
47. See 4
48. See 4
49. See 4
50. To be checked and confirmed by AVA that the GUI works from multiple machines with
different accounts  AI-286 on AVA
51. Alerting or chat?
52. See 22. It was discussed that the numbers with the values of the isochrones should
be displayed if the user hovers with the mouse over the lines.  TSYL will open a
ticket
53. See 4
54. See 4
55. See 4
56. …
… repetition from technical view hence skipped
73. It was checked if we find the GOI summer camp house. It was not included in the
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virtual object layer. Needs to be clarified what is shown here  AI-287 on PCF.
It was agreed to have another dry run on the IG chain, status is checked at Friday and then a
date for the run is selected. A test run to check the timing is planned for Monday 08/10/18
with PCF at demo site  AI-288 on PCF, SPH, DLR, TSYL, AVA, SFRS.
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15 Annex III. Agenda of End-Users Workshop 2
HEIMDALL
2nd End Users Workshop (EUW2)
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Headquarters (SFRS)
Westburn Drive
Cambuslang, G72 7NA, Scotland (UK)
th

9 October 2018
AGENDA
TUESDAY 09TH
08:45

Welcome (DLR-KN) and Introduction of Advisory Board

09:00

Overall presentation of use cases and methodology(PCF)

09:30

System intro and modules usage

10:00

Coffee break
Workshop Part I:
FIRE-1 Exercise (preparedness phase)

10:15

Introduction, rules, and story explanation

10:30

Usage of the system (AB+EUs)

11:00

Debriefing questionnaire

11:30

Open Discussion

12:00

Lunch
Workshop Part II:
FIRE-2 Exercise (response phase)

13:00

Introduction, rules, and story explanation

13:15

Usage of the system (AB+EUs)

13:45

Debriefing questionnaire

14:15

Open Discussion

14:45

Coffee break
Preview of Products out of Release A demo

15:00

Product 1: ICGC landslide simulator

15:30

Product 2: GB SAR for landslide monitoring

16:00

Product 3: Risk Assessment

16:45

Product 4: EO with focus on flood and landslides (UNISTRA)

17:15

Product 5: Drone presentation (DLR)

17:50

Final wrap-up

18:00

End of meeting
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16 Annex IV. List of attendees of End-Users Workshop 2
Institution

HEIMDALL
Partners

Name of attendees

DLR-KN

Benjamin Barth

Alberto Viseras

Tomaso de Cola

DLR-DFD

Monika Friedemann

Christian Knopp

Sandro Martinis

SPH

Alexandros Bartzas

Spyros Pantazis

PCF

Jordi Vendrell

Mariona Borràs

TSYL

Miguel Mendes

AVA

Diana Mathew

EKUT

Solange Martinez Demarco

UNISTRA

Stephen Clandillon

CTTC

Guido Luzi

ICGC

Clàudia Abancó

CIMA

Flavio Pignone

INT

Edgar Nebot

FBBR

Joseph Muna

Angel Grablev

Daniel Queralt

Jordi Pagès

Sefik Muhic

Jesper
Marcussen

Nedim Jasic

Silvia Venier

Kim Lintrup
SFRS*

Bruce Farquharson

CRI

Lorenzo S. Massucchielli

Dani Milla

Claudi Gallardo

Bachmann

*attendees of Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS), host of the meeting, are not included in this list, because of emergency service
constraints, we didn’t have the final number, until the day of the meeting.
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Advisory Board and End Users

Institution

Name of attendees

Agencia Medio Ambiente y Agua.
Andalucía, Spain.

Paco Senra

Aragón Forest Service. Spain

Frabcisco Miralles

Safe Cluster. France

Sebastien Lahaye

EuroGeo Surveys. Belgium.

Gerardo Herrera
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17 Annex V. Questionnaire for End-Users Workshop 2
Methodological adjustments:
First of all, the previous statements were rephrased into questions that make it easier and clearer to answer.
Second, some questions were merged in order to make them easier to understand and to allow a better evaluation afterwards. In addition, the
questions were sorted under five topics.
Third, due to the huge number of questions, the questionnaire was split into three parts:
a) A questionnaire on general user requirements that will be filled out by the group of end-users that watched the exercise.
b) A questionnaire on specific questions on the experiences made in exercise I.
c) A questionnaire on specific questions on the experiences made in exercise II.
In this way, all end-users are asked about general user requirements, and the experiences that participants had can be surveyed. Further, all
three questionnaires are shorter and some open questions could be added to make room for points that were not mentioned so far.
Questionnaire route:
Exercise I - Debrief
Involved people -> Questionnaire on exercise I - Preparedness

Watching participants
requirements

->

questionnaire

on

general

user

->

questionnaire

on

general

user

Exercise II - Debrief
Involved people -> Questionnaire on exercise II - Response

Watching participants
requirements
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Intentionally blank
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Questionnaire on exercise I – Preparedness
Fulfilment
User Profile
1.
2.

Did you get/find the information/data/modules you needed in a timely manner?
What did not work? What didn’t you find?

Yes

Partially

No

Not
applicable

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

3.

Was there any information you might have needed that were not presented to you because of
your user profile?

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

4.

Did the user profile/role you got fit your working procedures?

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

5.

Did you get informed every time you changed and (not) saved these changes?

Fulfilment
Scenario Management
6.
7.

Did you recognise the symbology used in the platform and on the map?
What didn’t you recognize?

8.

Were you notified on new developments (e.g. new hazards were detected)?

9.

Did you receive a notification on new information?

10. Did you have access to earth observation images at different points of time as map layers?
11. Were you able to access earth observation images for the risk assessment?

Yes

Partially

No

Not
applicable

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
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12. Were you able to access meteorological data?
13. Were you able to create and store scenarios for strategic planning?
14. Was it indicated that you are working on a planning scenario?
15. Is the user interaction (manual entering of information) as you expect it to be or should there be

any automatized pre-filling of scenario attributes provided by the system?

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Fulfilment
Simulation
16.

Were you able to simulate potential developments of the incident and/or the scenario?

17.

In your opinion, was the presented scenario matching with your experience of how such
an event would evolve?

18.

Would you trust this simulation and rely on it for your decisions?

19.

Were you able to save the results of your simulations?

20.

Were you able to load the results of your simulations at a later point in time?

Yes

Partially

No

Not
applicable

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

Fulfilment
Decision Support
21. Were you able to access previous scenarios/cases that supported your planning process?
22.

Were you able to define response plans and save them?

Yes

Partially

No

Not
applicable

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
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What did you like? What worked well?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What do you want to make us aware of?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What didn’t you like?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What was the most valuable thing within the exercise and/or the HEIMDALL platform you tested today?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What did you miss?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Questionnaire on exercise II – Response
Fulfilment
User Profile
23. Did you get/find the information/data/modules you needed in a timely manner?
24.

What did not work? What didn’t you find?

25. Was there any information you might have needed that were not presented to you because of

your user profile?
26. Did the user role/profile you got, fit your working procedures?
27. Did you get informed every time you changed and (not) saved these changes?
28.

Would you want to be informed on this every time?

Yes

Partially

No

Not
applicable

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

Fulfilment
Scenario Management
29.
30.
31.

Did you recognise the symbology used in the platform and on the map?
What didn’t you recognize?
Did you have access to earth observation images at different points of time as layers?

Yes

Partially

No

Not
applicable

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
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32.

Did you have access to a timeline of the incident situation?

33.

Were you able to access meteorological data?

34.

Were you able to access and adjust scenarios from strategic planning?

35.

Was it indicated that you were working on a response scenario?

36.

37.

Is it usable for you to create an “ongoing” response scenario for every incident or would you
prefer to collect all simultaneous incidents under one single scenario?

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Is the user interaction (manual entering of information) as you expect it to be or should there be
any automatized pre-filling of scenario attributes provided by the system?

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Fulfilment
Simulation
38.

Were you able to simulate potential developments of the incident and/or the scenario?

40.

In your opinion, was the presented scenario matching with your experience of how such
an event would evolve?
Would you trust this simulation and rely on it for your decisions?

41.

Were you able to save the results of your simulations?

42.

Were you able to load the results of your simulations at a later point in time?

39.

Yes

Partially

No

Not
applicable

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Fulfilment
Decision Support

Yes

Partially

No

Not
applicable
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43. Were you able to access previous scenarios/cases that supported your planning process?
44. Did you have access to all information you needed from the simulations and scenario database?
45.

Should the situation report offer information different from the ones that are shown in
the scenario management due to your profile?

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝

Fulfilment
Service Platform
46. Were you, as person in the field, able to feed the system with your geographical coordinates

using a smartphone application?
47. Were you notified on new developments (e.g. new hazards were detected)?
48. Were you able to send geodata and pictures from the scene to the control room?
49. Were you able to assign data received from first responders to a specific incident?
50. Were you able to share data with the forward command post/incident commanders?
51. Were you able to share data with users in the field?
52. Were you able to access data from other authorities that shared data with you?

Yes

Partially

No

Not
applicable

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
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What did you like? What worked well?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What do you want to make us aware of?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What didn’t you like?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What was the most valuable thing within the exercise and/or the HEIMDALL platform you tested today?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What did you miss?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Questionnaire on general user requirements
Fulfilment
Use of the platform
53. Shall the platform be used by users from …
…all EU countries?
… specific EU countries? _________________________________________________
… other: ______________________________________________________________

Yes

No

Don’t
know

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Fulfilment
Access to the platform
54. Do you want the platform to be accessible via…
… desktop?
… laptop?
… smartphone/tablet?
… other: ______________________________________________________________

Yes

No

Don’t
know

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
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Fulfilment
User profiles

Yes

No

Don’t
know

55. Shall the user profile be associated to a set of predefined permissions, data and/or information
based on the role assigned?
56. Shall the user have access only to available information of the system based on their user profile
and settings?

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

57. Shall the user be able to filter and adjust the available data in the graphical user interface
according to personal/task-related needs?

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

58. Which of these parameters should be configurable for each user profile…
59.
… Visible map information
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

…. Scenario parameters
… Decision support information
… Hazard types
… Data quality (i.e. validated data vs. data from public)
… Information to be send to other authorities? (i.e. level of information sharing)

65.
… Lessons learnt to be associated to an incident
… other: ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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Fulfilment
Roles
66.

Who should classify the user profiles according to roles and/or key phases of decision making?

67.

Is this classification of user profiles correct …

68.

a) According to different authorities (PD, F&RS, C&C, MS, CP)

69.

b) According to different roles within one authority (higher layers and lower layers than
the incident commander), for example:
 First responder
 Incident commander
 Operations chief
 Liaison officer
 Safety officer
 Logistic chief
 Planning chief
 Tactical advisor
 C&C operator
 FCP operator

70.

c) According to different phases of decision making:
 Situation Assessment (SA)
 Plan Formation (PF)
 Plan Execution (PE)

71.

Should there be a training mode with historical data?

Yes

No

Don’t
know

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
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Fulfilment
Data
72.

Shall the user be able to access metadata information?

73.
74.

Shall the user be able to add/edit metadata information for the different information items,
when possible?
Shall the user be able to filter geo information provided in a map in different layers?

75.

Shall the user be able to create new layers in a map?

76.

Shall the user be notified whenever a new hazard/risk has been detected?

77.

Shall the user be notified whenever new information is available in the system?

78.

Shall the user be able to access Earth Observation images at different points in time?

79.

Shall the user be able to access a timeline of the incident situation?

80.

Which of these data from meteorological and hydrological organizations and systems shall be
available?

81.

… Precipitation characteristics (rain, snow, hail)

82.

… Rain rate (mm/h)

83.
84.
85.

… Cumulated rain (mm)
… Wind speed (km/h)
… Wind gust (km/h)

Yes

No

Don’t
know

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
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86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

… Wind direction (º): e.g. à 90º: coming from E and going to W; 225º: coming from SW
going to NE
… Wind gust direction (º)
… Temperature (ºC)
… Temperature max (ºC)
… Temperature min (ºC)
… Temperature average (ºC)
… Relative Humidity (%)
… Dew point (ºC)

94.

… River levels (peak/lowest) flow
95.

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

… other: ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

96. Shall the user be able to use meteorological data from private data providers?

Fulfilment
Scenario Management
97.

Which user shall be able to create and store scenarios?

98.

Which user shall be able to delete scenarios?

Yes

No

Don’t
know

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
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99.

Shall the users be able to access and edit scenarios?

100. Which user shall be able to delete scenarios?

⃝

⃝

⃝

______________________________________
______________________________________

101. Which of these scenarios' parameters should be manually configured and modified?
102.

… Hazard Location

103.

… Hazard time

104.

… Hazard Type

105.

… Response plan

106.

… Weather parameters (wind, wind direction, temperature, relative humidity)

107.

… Other conditions

108.

… Decisions taken, preventive or mitigation measures taken

109.

… Vulnerable assets

110.

… Critical infrastructures and their function

111.

… Risk Assessment for critical infrastructures

112.

… EO data

113.

… Field observations, ground-based sensor observations,…

114.

… other: ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
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Fulfilment
Lessons Learnt
115. Which user shall be able to create, and store lessons learnt?
116. Which user shall be able to delete lessons learnt?

Yes

No

Don’t
know

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

117. Which of these parameters should be part of lessons learnt?
118. … Source of lesson learnt (incident ref., response plan ID if applicable)
119.

… Year

120.

… Validated (Y/N/Pending)

121.

… Profile (PD, FRS, CP, C&C, MS, Multiprofile)

122.

… Lesson learnt (text)

123.

… Impact (text)

124.

… Response plan phase

125.

… Associated documents (incident report, links, photos, videos)

126.

… other: ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
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Fulfilment
Simulators
127. Shall the parameters of the simulators’ algorithms be explicitly mentioned in the module?
128. Shall the parameters be manually modified?

Yes

No

Don’t
know

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

Fulfilment
Situation assessment
129. Shall the user be able to perform risk and vulnerability assessment by using a pre-defined risk

and vulnerability map information for a respective region?
130. Shall the user be able to perform risk and vulnerability assessment by using own risk and

vulnerability map information criteria for a respective region?

Yes

No

Don’t
know

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

131. Which of this situation awareness information the user shall be provided with?
132.
133.

… Potential population affected / at risk
… People/needs classification, e.g. ambulant/non-ambulant, day-time, night-time
population at risk

134.

… Weather data

135.

… Vegetation type / land use

136.

… Earth observation data

137.

… Simulation result
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138.

… Potential cascading hazards and effects

139.

… Critical infrastructures affected / at risk

140.

… Vulnerable assets

141.

… Roads, bridges affected / at risk

142.

… Situational changes, e.g. fire intensity increased

143.
144.
145.

… other: ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

146. Which
6
of this situation assessment information shall the user be able to add and/or modify
0
according
to his/her knowledge?
147.

… Incident/scenario name/ID

148.

… Incident classification (location and size, scale/complexity, start date/time, cause)

149.

… Potential cascading hazards and effects

150.

… Incident severity/intensity

151.

… Casualties: numbers of dead and injured on scene

152.

… Jurisdiction

153.

… Damage to infrastructures

154.

… Risk level at locations of interest/critical infrastructures (low, medium, high)

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝ ⃝
⃝ ⃝
⃝ ⃝
⃝ ⃝
⃝ ⃝
⃝ ⃝
⃝ ⃝
⃝ ⃝
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155.

… Percentage of the incident that has been contained

156.

… Projected final incident size (based on simulation)

157.

… other: ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

158. Shall the user receive proposals of actions to be taken according to the actions specified in the

pre-defined response plans?
159. Shall the user receive proposals of actions to be taken based on performed actions in similar

scenarios?
160. Which user shall be able to use the system to share information with authorities from

neighbouring countries?
161. Which user shall be able to share all data or specific data sets with other authorities?
162. Which user shall be able to share data with the public?
163. Shall the incident commander be able to have an overview of which information is accessible to

whom?

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

⃝

⃝

⃝
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18 Annex VI. Template for Observations during Release A
Exercises

Observations Release A Exercises
Methodology for observations
Characteristics of situation assessment/scenario building/alerting:


Duration (is it fast(er)?)



The information displayed (it is relevant and complete?)



Usability of UI (is it intuitive and complete?)



Misunderstandings and errors (is it understandable, clear?).
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FIRE-1 & FIRE-2
Research questions:


How do the Fire Simulator and related UI functionalities facilitate the assessment of
potential affected area and conditions (flame length, intensity,..) at morning
meetings?



How do Release A SP and UI improve the availability of information from additional
external data sources and systems to anticipate future scenarios?



How do the Release A Scenario Management solution and related UI functionalities
facilitate the building of different possible future scenarios to a potential situation?



How does the Information Gateway solution improve the creation of public
awareness and communication with field staff?

Observations:
Information (is it relevant and complete?)
Scenario/Incident Management/Simulations

Risk Assessment:


Usability of UI (is it intuitive and complete?)
First Responders:


Tools (Fire Simulation/Scenario Management/Information Gateway)
Simulation:

Scenario Management:

Scenario matching:


Misunderstandings and Errors


Other
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End of document

